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Environmental & Social Report  

About this publication 

In 1999, Toyota Auto Body Co., Ltd. first published an Environment Report which later became 

the Environment and Social Report in 2003. This 2009 report is the 11th publication. In order to 

have all our stakeholders understand the contents involved in our efforts toward the potential of 

continuing the expansion of society and the earth, this year we are again aiming for solid contents 

which consider all opinions in further continuing to build chapters on the environment, our 

company, and our employees.

In this 2009 Environment and Social Report, we at Toyota Auto Body have made it a point to 

deepen understanding by reporting technologies that focus on the environment through the new 

model Prius. 

Again this year, in consideration of the environment, the report is only released on the Web. 

Detailed data on our website is able to be seen with related information on other sites.

We welcome all opinions about this report through an electronic survey found on the last page of 

this report.
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Overview

Set on vehicle manufacturing that gives happiness and leaves impressions on our customers, we are responsible 
for all processes of manufacturing vehicles from planning and design stages through production.

Business Activities and Our Products

：
：

：
：
：
：

：
：
：

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/english/corporate/profile.html

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/english/products/index.html

Toyota Auto Body Profile

Company Name
Head office

Representative
Established
Paid-in Captal
Total sales

Number of  employees

Land Area

Manufacturing facilities

Toyota Auto Body Co., Ltd. 
100, Kanayama Ichiriyama-cho, Kariya City,   
Aichi Prefecture, Japan   TEL.0566-36-2121
President, Toshio Mizushima
August 31, 1945
10.371 billion yen (End of March 2009)
1,651.2 billion yen (FY2008 consolidated)

16,447 (End of March 2009 consolidated)

2,077,000 Sq. meters (End of March 2009)
Head Office／Fujimatsu Plant
Inabe Plant, Yoshiwara Plant, Kariya Plant,
Kotobuki New Development Center

●View for related information and details 

●View for related information and details 

Vellfire Voxy LX570 New model Prius School bus Freezer Vehicle      Alphard Welcab
(Wheelchair-accessible Vehicle, 
  Rear Slope-type)

COMS
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■ ■  Top Message  Top Message 

Contributing to an Affluent Society  Contributing to an Affluent Society  
by Emphasizing  by Emphasizing  
the  "Environment" and "Social Welfare." the  "Environment" and "Social Welfare." 
 

Toshio Mizushima 
President, 

Toyota Auto Body Co.,Ltd. 
 

In this economic crisis that is said to come once in 100 years, a system of “eco-points” and “eco-car” tax incentives 
has begun in Japan. Along with President Obama creating the “Green New Deal”, the efforts of each country actively 
aim globally to serve as both environmental policy and economic measures. 

With our primary basic principle of “harmony with the environment,” we at Toyota Auto Body have progressed with 
business that allows us to contribute to making an affluent society. In order to contribute to the potential expansion of 
society and our planet hereafter, we believe it is essential to further develop technologies that address the environment. 
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Top Message

Fundamentally, we continue to actively research and develop very small next-generation electric vehicles, resin 
materials deriving from plants, and new shaping methods for high strength steel sheets which are all linked to vehicle 
weight reduction. We are also making every effort to reduce CO2 emissions and create plants that allow us to coexist 
with our communities.

In December 2006, according to “Population Projections for Japan” announced by the National Institute of 
Population and Social Security Research, Japan will continue having reduced birthrates while Japanese progressively 
age. It is forecast that in 2030, 31.8% of the population, or one in three people, will be over 65 years old, signaling 
the arrival of an aging population unprecedented in the world.

In looking ahead at changes in preference and ways of living of our customers, we are moving forward by making 
cars that meet the expectations of our customers. In order to “provide comfortable freedom of movement and 
happiness to all people,” we are committed to developing welfare vehicles and equipment to serve society.

We are making efforts to develop and promote the spread of self-operation welfare vehicles that allow the elderly and 
physically challenged to appropriately drive by themselves, enriching their lives to enjoy driving as do others. In 
addition, we are participating in the development of the next generation personal mobility i-REAL, and we are moving 
ahead with research and development that hereafter will serve the mobility of society. 

This Environment and Social Report summarizes Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities at Toyota Auto Body 
to allow all people to understand our efforts. The honest opinions of our readers would be much appreciated.

July 2009
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■ ■  Corporate Principles 

Managerial ways of thinking and values for contributing to the ongoing expansion  
between societies and the earth are expressly written in our company motto and 
fundamental principles, which have shared approval from all generations. 

(Created in 1963) Company Motto  

Reflection should be the nourisment 
for the enterprising spirit, and one 
should live happily with one’s 
diligent labor. 

Appreciation:  

Measure cooperation and  
openness by loyalty and trust. 

Peace and Amity:  

Respect for timing and innovative 
thinking and to always be ahead 
of current trends and styles. 

Development: 

Toyota Auto Body stand in the view of the 
world with the aim to support research and 
manufacturing while contributing to society 
with our fine products with tireless efforts 
to advance the work of our company. 

Company Motto 

 (Created in 1995; revised in 2004) 

Toyota Auto Body is a corporation that contributes 
to building a plentiful society and also gains trust 
from the international community, which are both 
based on open and fair corporate ethics in 
harmony with the environment. 
 
Toyota  Auto  Body  will  provide  “fine  products”  to 
enrich  our living  environment  through  research and 
manufacturing, while placing priority on the customer. 
 
Toyota Auto Body will invigorate the organization 
and its workers, and also create a corporate 
climate of creative power and energy for growth of 
the enterprise and happiness of company 
employees. 
 
Toyota Auto Body will build relationships of trust 
with our business partners and make efforts to 
strengthen management practices, thereby creating 
prosperous coexistence and long-term stable 
growth. 

1.

Fundamental Principles  
2.

3.

4.
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■■CSR policy 「Contribution towards Sustainable Development」

As an affiliated subsidiary of Toyota Motor Corporation, Toyota Auto Body shares Toyota Motor 
Corporation’s CSR Policy, and we at Toyota Auto Body and our affiliated suppliers have begun to 
initiate steps in introduce this policy. 

＜preamble＞

・We, TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION and our subsidiaries, take initiative to contribute to harmonious and 
sustainable development of society and the earth through all business activities that we carry out in each 
country and region, based on our Guiding Principles.

・We comply with local, national and international laws and regulations as well as the spirit thereof and we 
conduct our business operations with honesty and integrity.

・In order to contribute to sustainable development, we believe that management interacting with its stakeholders 
as described below is of considerable importance, and we will endeavor to build and maintain sound 
relationships with our stakeholders through open and fair communication.

・We expect our business partners to support this initiative and act in accordance with it. 

Customers

1. Based on our philosophy of “Customer First”, we develop and provide innovative, safe and outstanding high 
quality products and services that meet a wide variety of customers’ demands to enrich  the lives of people 
around the world.

2. We will endeavor to protect the personal information of customers and everyone else we are engaged in 
business with, in accordance with the letter and spirit of each country's privacy laws.
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Employees

3. We respect our employees and believe that the success of our business is led by each individual’s creativity 
and good teamwork.  We stimulate personal growth for our employees. 

4. We support equal employment opportunities, diversity and inclusion for our employees and do not discriminate 
against them.

5. We strive to provide fair working conditions and to maintain a safe and healthy working environment for all our 
employees.

6. We respect and honor the human rights of people involved in our business and, in particular, do not use or 
tolerate any form of forced or child labor.

7. Through communication and dialogue with our employees, we build and share the value “Mutual Trust and 
Mutual Responsibility” and work together for the success of our employees and the company.  We cognize our 
employees' right to freely associate, or not to associate, complying with the laws of the countries in which we 
operate.

8. Management of each company takes leadership in fostering a corporate culture, and implementing policies, 
that promote ethical behavior.

Business Partners

9. We respect our business partners such as suppliers and dealers and work with them through long-term 
relationships to realize mutual growth based on mutual trust.

10. Whenever we seek a new business partner, we are open to any and all candidates, regardless of nationality or 
size, and evaluate them based on their overall strengths. 

11. We maintain fair and free competition in accordance with the letter and spirit of each country’s competition laws.

CSR Policy
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Shareholders

12. We strive to enhance corporate value while achieving a stable and long-term growth for the benefit of our 
shareholders. 

13. We provide our shareholders and investors with timely and fair disclosure on our operating results and financial 
condition.

Global Society ／ Local Communities

14. We aim for growth that is in harmony with the environment by seeking to minimize the environmental impact of 
our business operations, such as by working to reduce the effect of our vehicles and operations on climate 
change and biodiversity.  We strive to develop, establish and promote technologies enabling the environment 
and economy to coexist harmoniously, and to build close and cooperative relationships with a wide spectrum of 
individuals and organizations involved in environmental preservation. 

Environment

Community

Social contribution
18. Wherever we do business, we actively promote and engage, both individually and with partners, in social 

contribution activities that help strengthen communities and contribute to the enrichment of society.

15. We implement our philosophy of “respect for people” by honoring the culture, customs, history and laws of each 
country. 

16. We constantly search for safer, cleaner and superior technology that satisfy the evolving needs of society for 
sustainable mobility. 

17. We do not tolerate bribery of or by any business partner, government agency or public authority and maintain 
honest and fair relationships with government agencies and public authorities.

CSR Policy
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(Established March 2020)

1. Coexist with the earth’s environment and society, and broaden the value 
     we provide to the world 

2. Evolve through refining technology in manufacturing by centering production 
     on minivans, SUVs, and commercial vehicles. 

3. Transform management to create management practices as a global company

Breakthrough 2020
Innovation of Awareness and Technology
in Leaping Forward Into the Next Generation

● Break through domestically and then through to the world
● Break through in technology
● Break through every mind

We at Toyota Auto Body are aiming to leap forward into the next generation of vehicles using  
the key word “Breakthrough” with a refining of foresight, allowing us to look ahead in the spirit  
of challenge and change since the founding of our company.

The Toyota Auto Body 2020 Vision
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■■Corporate Governance

Establishment of a Governance That Swiftly and Appropriately 
Meets Changes in the Management Environment
We at Toyota Auto Body acknowledge the basis of enhancing and strengthening corporate governance 
for improving corporate value as a company that contributes to society by which we are trusted. 

At Toyota Auto Body, we monitor our monthly board of directors meeting for the exercising of duties and decision making. 

In our June 2005 regular stockholders’ meeting, with the purpose of strengthening operation functions to meet the expansion of 

business scope and swift managerial decision making, we introduced “The New Creation of Downsizing the Number of Directors 

and Executive Members,” a new member system that serves to further improve managerial efficiency.

Our Target for Appropriate, Swift, and Efficient Management

Based on auditing plans and auditing policies established at the board of auditors meeting, auditors monitor the financial status 

and operations of Toyota Auto Body and its consolidated subsidiary companies, and also the exercising of duties of the directors 

by first monitoring attendance at important board of director meetings, company operations, and auditing of the finances of the 

company. 

Securing Transparent Management by a Board of Auditors Meeting

In May of 2009, Toyota Auto Body established a CSR Committee to discuss and address important issues. This CSR Committee, 

comprising all member of the board of directors and auditors, serves to more fully achieve activities concerning the environment, 

social contribution, risk management, compliance, and corporate theory.

Addressing Company-wide Issues by Individual Committee
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Corporate Governance

Toyota Auto Body Corporate Governance

Board of Auditors

Accounting 
auditor

Board of 
Directors

Corporate 
Officer

(External auditor
 majority)

Appointment and Oversight

Auditing

Accounting
 audit

Reporting

Auditing Office

Internal audit

Reporting

ReportingGuidance

Coordination

Toyota Auto Body  Committees

Shareholder’s Meeting

Individual departments

・CSR Committee
　・Corporate Ethics Committee
　・Product Environment Committee
　・Production Environment Committee
　・Social Contribution Committee

・Central Safety and Health Committee

・Export and Trade Management Committee
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■■ComplianceCompliance

Corporate Culture That Strengthens the Trust of Society
Compliance is not confined to legal compliance, but rather is the promotion of the sound 
corporate cultural activities of appropriate behavior that can be achieved by companies 
and every individual employee as a member of the company and society.

The Corporate Ethics Committee combines all industry- 
related action, which includes compliance, in the Toyota 
Auto Body Group.

This compliance system achieves thorough observance of 
laws and ordinances of all  companies in the Toyota Auto 
Body Group for such as the existence of self-evaluation 
for systemic problems that is carried out by the main 
managing department for compliance centered on the 
Committee for Risk Management Promotion.

In addition, “Our Promise (The Toyota Auto Body Group 
Action Policy)” was established for thorough company 
and employee compliance. We are looking to achieve 
continued stringent compliance in our educational and 
training facilities.

Moreover, we have further improved employee awareness 
of our action policy by issuing  portable cards and also 
having every employee sign that they promise to comply 
with the action policy.

Improved Awareness and Thorough Compliance Centering  
on the Corporate Ethics Committee

Toyota Auto Body Group Action Policy(Published March 2005）

Toyota Auto Body Group Action Policy
Portable Card（Continued from March, 2005）

●Click here for more details on our “Action Policy”.
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/english/csr/report/comp/pdf1.pdf
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Compliance

Toyota Auto Body is introducing the Basic MAP, which 
comprises 10 items of action that should be taken, in 
combination with the Employee Action Policy. Both are 
based on the main axis of (1) placing priority on the 
customer; (2) placing priority on the process of 
operations to achieve results; and (3) placing priority on 
the activities of workers and the work environment. 

Establishing and Developing Priorities
(Basic MAP)

The Compliance Hotline

In looking to create a pleasant and open work 
environment that considers the views of our employees 
and their families, Toyota Auto Body provides a 
Compliance Hotline (Honto Com Net) for directly 
handling concerns and consultation relating to 
compliance and labor issues by E-mail, telephone, and 
letters. In addition, we have set up a Corporate Logic 
Hotline using a lawyer contracted from outside the 
company. Introducing these hotlines widely throughout 
the Toyota Auto Body Group provides an appropriate 
system for handling compliance and labor related issues.

Basic MAP (Published September 2003)
A guide for the 
Toyota Auto Body 
compliance hotline

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/report/comp/pdf2.pdf

● Click here for more details on our “BasicMAP”.
    (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed)

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/report/comp/pdf3.pdf

● Click here for more details on our “A guide for the Toyota Auto Body compliance hotline”.
    (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed)
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TopicsTopics

The highly rigid, safe, and light body that uses high-strength steel sheets

External body material quality 
offers superior recyclability

Configuration of aerodynamic parts that improve the flow of air under the cabin floor Use of ecoplastics manufactured from recyclable plant resources

A comfortable cabin space 
with reduced VOC *

A rear spoiler that 
reduces air resistance

Solar panel powered vehicle 
interior ventilation system

Use of low energy 
consuming LED headlamps

Weight reduction through review of structural 
methods and interior material quality

Structural design that considers 
recyclability and dismantlment

Further Evolution of Environmental Performance
As an eco-car, this new Pius has a body silhouette configured for further environmental performance by thoroughly reducing air resistance.

*(Volatile Organic Compounds)

Prius

The new Prius achieves the world’s top fuel efficiency*1 performance at 38km/L*2
*1 Comparing mass-produced gasoline passenger vehicles as of March 2009. Comparison results based on Toyota findings.

*2 Vehicle driving fuel efficiency with 10・15 mode driving (Based on values from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism)

This third generation Prius, with over 90% of its main 
hyb r i d  s y s t em  new l y  deve l oped ,  offe r s  r e fined  
environmental performance and quite running. This new 
model realizes the world’s top fuel efficiency performance 
and driving performance for its class and actually combines 
both the appeal of a future car with cutt ing-edge 
environmental technology that are desired in these times 
of environmental awareness.
Toyota Auto Body oversaw body development and further 
contributed to the environmental performance of this new 
model Prius.Prius Off-the-Line Ceremony

(May 2009)Introducing the New Prius  － Further Evolution of the Pioneer Hybrid －
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Topics 

(May 2009) Winner in the “JNCAP Grand Prix Award of 08/09”   Vellfire / Alfard

The Vellfire and Alfard won 
awa rds  i n  t he  2008FY  
Japan New Car Assessment, 
t he  h i ghes t  e va l ua t i on  
awarded to vehicles, which 
tested and evaluated vehicle 
safety performance. 

After the 2006FY Estima 
that we manufactured, this is 
the second time Toyota Auto 
Body’s efforts have been 
well recognized as evidence 
of the strength of our high 
technological developments. 

＜JNCAP＞  
Japan New Car Assessment 
Program: 
With the goal of spreading safe 
vehicles, the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism and NASVA 
(Independent Administrative 
Agenc y  a c t  o n  Na t i o n a l  
Agency for Automotive Safety 
& V ic t ims’ A id)  began to  
announce  veh i c l e  sa fe t y  
information from FY1995. 

Vellfire that received the highest safety evaluation 

(July 2009) 

Toyota Auto Body collaborated with the Lexus Center in  
Toyota Motor Corporation for the first Lexus hybrid model.  
The design and development of the upper body of the HS250h  
was overseen by Toyota Auto Body. 

HS250h 
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Topics

(September 2008)An Exhibit for Displaying Our Products and Technology

At the People and Vehicles Technology Exhibit, Messe 
Nagoya,  and ENE-WAY, we exh ib i ted our  “COMS 
Bio-plastic,” a very small electric car with body material 
or iginal ly made from plant-fiber mater ia ls. We also 
introduced the content of our efforts and fundamental way 
of thinking about the environment.

At the Toyota Motor Corporat ion booth in the 
International Home Care & Rehabilitation Exhibition, 
Toyota Auto Body displayed eight of nine welfare unit 
vehicles fabricated at our Kariya Plant. In addition, we 
exhibited our original welfare products at the ATOLIS 
booth at the exhibit.

At the Toyota booth at the Asia’s Largest 
Material Handling & Logstics Exihibition 2008, we 
promoted Toyota Auto Body special-equipped 
vehicles and exhibited three refrigerator and 
freezer vehicles.

Messe Nagoya 2008 International Home Care & Rehabilitation Exhibition 2008

Asia’s Largest Material Handling & Logistics Exhibition 2008
17



Topics

（March 2009)Inabe Active Communication Tree Planting Event

Toyota Auto Body supports forest making in areas where the head office 
and plants of our company and consolidated subsidiaries are centered.

In March, we held a tree planting event in the Inabe Active Communication 
Forest in which approximately 200 people from a local elementary school 
and company volunteers planted trees.

In a clean campaign held in the Higashisakai area near our head office and Fujimatsu Plant in which approximately 400 people 
participated, 30 members from our Shinbayashi-dormitory residents participated who were united in the spirit of 
environmentalism.

Inabe Active Communication 
Tree Planting event

（March 2008）Dormitory Residents Participated in a Clean Campaign Held by the Local Community

Clean Campaign participants working 
together with the local community
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Topics

Triathlon athlete Yamamoto 
Ryosuke entered the Peking 
Olympics, which is the first 
t ime a Toyota Auto Body 
employee has participated in 
the Olympics.

Company Sports

Yamamoto running in the Olympics

The Toyota Auto Body Women’s Volleyball Club won for the first time at both 
the Emperor’s Cup and the Empress’s Cup for the All Japan Volleyball 

First time champion 
Women’s Volleyball Club

Athletic Championship. Our 
fantastic team became the 
national champions among 
28,000 teams nationwide.

Motor Sports

Our Sales Division won its fourth consecutive Dakar Rally, which is called Paridaka in Japanese. The 200 Land Cruiser entrants 
used biodiesel fuel made with disposed cooking oil from employees and the local community.

The winning No.2 Land Cruiser
Our fourth consecutive Dakar Rally victory

Additional local community Cooperation 
in gathering disposed cooking oil 
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For the EnvironmentFor the Environment

Aiming to Be an Ecology-Minded Company Respected By Society

Environmental Policy

Use

Development

ProductionDisposal

Waste substances

Global warming
Atmosphere / 

Water area emissions
Noise / Vibration
Waste substancesGlobal warming

Atmospheric emissions

Basic 
Principles

Environmental Policy

Environmental 
Action Plan

Environmental 
Management System

Fiscal Year Policy

■ Our Environmental Policy and Environmental Action Plan

As a member of the Toyota Group, we are making efforts to 
reduce burden on the environment in all stages from vehicle 
manufacturing, use, disposal, and recycling. 
We at Toyota Auto Body are aiming to coordinate with Toyota 
Motor Corporation in vehicle design and development that 
considers the environment. We are also aiming to construct 
measures that place the environment first through continuing to 
increase globalization of our production base, uniting with our 
foreign and domestic affiliated companies, and maintaining a 
system of consolidated environmental management in realizing 
environmental management in the Toyota Auto Body Group.

Based on “open and fair industrial action and harmonizing with 
the environment” as found on page 1 of the Toyota Auto Body 
Basic Principles” (see page 6 of this report), 
we established our environmental policy for the Toyota Auto Body 
environmental efforts which is shared by our foreign and domestic 
group companies. 
Toyota Auto Body is progressing with this environmental policy 
and has established concrete action through both our five-year 
Toyota Auto Body Environmental Action Plan and Environmental 
Management System.
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For the EnvironmentFor the Environment Environmental Policy

■ Toyota Auto Body Environmental Policy（Revised in October 2004）

１．Contributing to an Affluent Society
of the 21st Century

２．The Pursuit of Environmental Technology

３．Self-Initiated Efforts

４．Cooperation With Society

Environmental Basic Policy

In order to contribute to an affluent society of the 21st 
century, we aim for growth that harmonizes with the 
environment with our chal lenge to produce zero 
emissions through company activities in all communities.

We are pursuing all possibilities for environmental 
technology with our efforts in developing and firmly 
establish new technologies that realize a balance 
between the environment and the economy.

In continuing to promote efforts with a basis in working 
for thorough countermeasures and strictly obiding by 
standard laws, and we have established a self-initiated 
kaizen plan based on environment issues on an earth 
scale.

Beginning with the government and self-governing 
bodies, we are building cooperation through many 
levels in society related to environmental conservation 
based on efforts by our associated and affiliated 
companies.

1.1. Development and provide products that 
place no burden on the environment

2.2. Pursue production activities that emit few 
waste substances

3.3.

4.4. Promote environment management that 
addresses consolidated management

Environmental Action Policy

(1) Environmentally friendly design and development
(2) Early evaluation of *SOCs and strengthening of a 
follow-up system

(1) Further reduce environmental burden through con-
serving resources and energy

(2) Introduce and follow up of high-minded self-initiated 
goals

(1) Coordinate and cooperate with affiliated companies
(2) Contribute to non-business activities
(3) Actively release information and promote enlighten-
ment activities

(1) Strengthen Toyota Auto Body Group efforts

Disseminate information, cooperate, and 
coordinate with society regarding environ-
mental action as a member of society.
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For the EnvironmentFor the Environment Environmental Policy

■ The Fourth Toyota Auto Body Environmental Action Plan

Energy and 
Global Warming Resource Recycling SOCs

Production Production 
and Logist icsand Logist ics

Development Development 
and Designand Design

Environmental Management

<<Environmental Action Plan transition>>
1993 1995 2000 2005 FY2010

Third 
Action Plan

First 
Action Plan

Second 
Action Plan

Fourth 
Action Plan

The Fourth Toyota Auto Body Environmental Action Plan is 
a clear five-year action plan from FY2006 through FY2010 
for concretely executing our “Contribution to an Affluent 
21st Century Society” as found on the first page of the 
Basic Policy for the unified Toyota Auto Body Group.

1. Commercialization and 
development of weight reduction 
technology that contributes to 
improved fuel efficiency

2. Actively promote measures to 
reduce CO2 Further introduce 
and promote recycle design

3. Further introduce and promote 
recycle design

4. Promote efficient resource use
　 ・Metal scrap and paint waste
5. Reduce water volume consumption

6. Promote further reduction and 
management of SOCs

7. Reduce VOC emission volume
8. Reduce the volume of 
substances subject to PRTR

9. Strengthen consolidated management

10. Promote further coordinated activities with our business 

partners

11. Achieve environmental education

12. Promote new business that contributes to improving the 

environment

13. Reduce life cycle environmental burden by 

implementing Toyota Eco-VAS

14. Contribute to building a recycle-oriented society

15. Release environmental information and promote 

mutual communication
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For the EnvironmentFor the Environment Environmental Policy

■ Environmental Action System
With President Mizushima as the Chair of the CSR Committee*, two separate special committees, the Product 
Environment Committee and Production Environment Committee, were established which address and deliberate 
on related issues and action policies. We are progressing with efforts in each field by coordinating among each 
concerned department and section in all companies in the Toyota Auto Body Group. *(Details on page 11 of this report)

CSR Committee Product Environment Committee

Production Environment Committee

M1 (*1) Subcommittee

Recycling and 
Dismantlement Subcommittee

SOC (*2) Subcommittee

VOC (*3) Subcommittee

Fujimatsu Plant Production Environment Committee

Inabe Plant Production Environment Committee

Yoshiwara Plant Production Environment Committee

Toyota Auto Body Group Production Environment Conference
( production companies )

Toyota Auto Body Group Production Environment Liaison Meeting
( Non-production companies )

Committee Chair : 
President Toshio Mizushima

Committee Chair : 
Senior Managing Director Yasushi Tanaka

Committee Chair : 
Senior Managing Director Kiyoshi Yamaoka

Direction given for important 
issues and setting of policies 
for fundamental items 
concerning CSR activities.

De l ibe ra t ion o f  fundamenta l  i tems 
pertaining to product development and 
technology which contribute to reducing 
environmental waste and conserving 
resources at the development stage.

Promotion of enlightenment activities and 
environmental education. Also, deliberation 
o f  f u ndamen t a l  i t ems  conce r n i ng  
production activities and technological 
developments related to reusing resources 
and conserving resources and energy for 
production activities.

*1 M1: Mass Inovation

*2 SOC: Substances of Concern

*3 VOC: Volatile Organic Compounds
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For the EnvironmentFor the Environment

Heading Toward Mid- to Long-Term Energy Conservation and Reductions 
in CO2 Emission Volume

Energy and Global Warming

Energy and global warming are the most pressing issues of the earth’s environment. Climate change is a 
concern with its deep impact on the ecology and living environment for humans.

From the viewpoint of energy conservation, the Toyota Auto Body Group is actively moving forward with 
efforts to decrease CO2 emissions. Working with Toyota Motor Corporation, our design and development 
departments are looking to improve vehicle fuel efficiency through our commitment to developing and 
introducing weight reduction technology in vehicle body steel sheets and vehicle interior materials.

In addition, our production and logistics departments are changing to clean energy through cumulatively 
improving and introducing energy conserving production technology in looking to have “Eco factories” that 
establish targets of a global management system and reductions in CO2 emission volume. We are promoting 
efforts in all stages of vehicle design and development through production.

■ Commercialization and development of weight reduction technology 
that contributes to improved vehicle fuel efficiency

Basic
Pol icy

Development 
and Design

Production 
and Logist ics

Action
Items

■ Active promotion of measures to reduce CO2
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In conjunction with new-model and full-model changes, we are able to progress more easily toward 
improved fuel efficiency through being supplied with fuel efficient engines supplied by Toyota, the 
introduction of more efficient transmissions, and also Toyota Auto Body’s commercialization and 
development of vehicle body and interior weight reduction technology.

Commercialization and Development of Weight Reduction Technology 
That Contributes to Improved Vehicle Fuel Efficiency

Activ i ty
Status

Development 
and Design

Body sections using extra 
high-strength steel sheets
(More than 980 MPa)

Body sections using high-strength 
steel sheets

Body sections using aluminum 
materials

■ Vehicle Body Weight Reduction by Using High-Strength Steel Sheets and Aluminum Materials

Many extra high-strength steel 
sheets and high-strength steel 
sheets in exterior panels in the 
vehicle body frame of the new 
model Prius achieve a rigid body 
of reduced weight that offers 
reduced vibration and noise while 
a l so ensur ing co l l i s ion and 
ope ra t i ona l  sa f e t y .  Use  o f  
aluminum for exter ior panels 
achieves futher weight reduction.

(Kg/vehicle)
12.7 kg/vehicle 
weight reduction

■ Weight per vehicle body (cabin frame)

Previous
model

New
model
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Activ i ty
Status

Development 
and Design

Commercialization and Development of Weight Reduction Technology 
That Contributes to Improved Vehicle Fuel Efficiency

■ Weight Reduction Achieved by Interior Materials and Reassessment of Structural Methods

We achieved weight reduction in the new model Prius by using a foam type material in the rear door trim 
board and front door trim board. Weight reduction was also achieved by using foam PP beads※  in the 
deck floor box and we used an integrated-type honeycomb-structure deck board.

※：Foam PP beads: Polypropylene expanded 30 times 

（kg/vehicle）
1.6 kg/vehicle 1.6 kg/vehicle 

      weight reductio      weight reduction

■ Door Trim weight per vehicle

Previous model     New model

Trim boardTrim board

OrnamentOrnament Rear Door Trim BoardRear Door Trim Board OrnamentOrnament

Front Door Assist GripFront Door Assist Grip Rear Door Assist GripRear Door Assist Grip Honeycomb structureHoneycomb structure

Deck BoardDeck Board

Deck Floor Box Deck Floor Box Deck Board cross sectionDeck Board cross section
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We at Toyota Auto Body are actively promoting the introduction of 
new technology and transitioning toward clean energy by using 
Natural gas(publicly supplied) as part of our activities to reduce 
CO2. In particular, in the extremely tough economic conditions at 
the end of FY2008, all of our employees united in making energy 
conservation efforts such as production line summarization for more 
efficient production and decreasing energy losses during days 
production plants are closed and for periods of non-operation.

Active Promotion of Measures to Reduce CO2

Activity
Status

P r o d u c t i o n
a n d  L o g i s t i c s

■ Reduce CO2 Emission Volume 
    From Fixed Sources of Release  (1/2)

■ Energy conservation by using a heat emitting 
winter highly efficient turbo freezer

In the winter, by efficiently 
using a heat emitting air 
compressor that previously 
emitted heat into the 
atmosphere, we made warm 
water with a heat pump type 
freezer and used it to heat 
our production plants.

【Highly efficient turbo freezer】

Plant

Yoshiwara

fujimatsu

inabe

CO2 reduction measure

Introduced efficient turbo 
freezer

Product line summarization
（Stop operation of sealer drying oven）

Decrease air leaks in welding 
processes

Reduced volume 
(Thousand tons)

0.6

1.0

0.2

■ FY2008 Case Examples of Energy Conservation 

■ Comparison of Production Process Volume 
    of Energy Heat （ＦＹ２００８）

     Natural gas
    (62%)

　Electricity
(38%)
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In FY2008, results were achieved from measures on the previous page, and with a reduction in the number of vehicles 
produced in the last half of the fiscal year, total emission were 191,000 tons-CO2, and comparing FY1990 levels to the 
2010 target of an increase of 5%, actual performance was achieved with an increase of 2%. Also, with regard to emissions 
per total sales unit, results came to 141 tons-CO2 per billion yen, and a FY2003 10% decrease compared to the FY2010 
target, we achieved an decrease of 32%.
Hereafter as well, in addition to introducing energy conserving equipment when reforming the factory, we are promoting the 
introduction of CO2 reducing production technology and reductions in CO2 emissions volume.

Active Promotion of Measures to Reduce CO2

Activity
Status

P r o d u c t i o n
a n d  L o g i s t i c s

■ Reduce CO2 Emission Volume From Fixed Sources of Release（２/２）

■ CO2 emissions volume in production processes
　【FY2010 target：Less than 196,000 tons-CO2】・・・※１
　（5% increase compared to FY1990）

■ CO2 emissions volume per sales unit
　【FY2010 target: Less than 185 tons-CO2 per billion yen】・・・※２
　（10% decrease compared to FY2003）

※１ CO2 emissions volume
       target

From the previous completed vehicle production process target (10% decrease compared to FY1990), we changed to a target that introduces all 
production processes such as the chassis newly equipped process from Toyota Motor Corporation (Less than 5% compared to FY1990). In FY2008, 
in the processes previously covering complete vehicle production process, despite a 25% increase in vehicles produced compared to FY1990 
(622,000 vehicles produced by Toyota Auto Body on a unconsolidated basis), CO2 emissions volume decreased by 6% (175,000 tons-CO2).
We are promoting efforts to reduce emissions and we set a CO2 emissions volume target that combines volumes for production processes and 
non-production processes(offices etc.).

：

：※２ CO2 emissions volume
       per sales unit

New chassis
  processes etc.

Completed vehicles
  production processes

（Thousand tons-CO2）
300

200

100

0

187 191 180 182 180
202 191

185
175

90 03 04 05 06 07 08 （FY）

FY2008 target
198

Number of Produced 
Vehicles (Thousand
vehicles)

(497) (612) (599) (664) (684) (681) (622)

90 03 04 05 06 07 08 （FY）

（tons-CO2/billion yen）
300

200

100

0

FY2008 target
１５５

247

206 197
178

162 155 141
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Although we pushed forward with a target to reduce CO2 emission volume per sales unit by FY2010 by 8% 
compared to FY2003, we achieved this target early. Hereafter, we will continue improving mutually introducing case 
examples of energy conservation by coordinating with 10 domestic and foreign consolidated companies

Active Promotion of Measures to Reduce CO2

Activity
Status

P r o d u c t i o n  
a n d  L o g i s t i c s

■ Reduction of Global CO2 Emissions Volume From Production

■ Global CO2 Emissions Volume Per Sales Unit
　【FY2010 target: Less than 204 tons-CO2/billion yen】
　（8% decrease compared to FY2003）

At Toyota Auto Body, we are actively moving toward electrifying 
plant tow vehicles and improving loading capacity of transport 
between plants (See map to the right). In looking to make 
production efficient within the Toyota Group, we at Toyota Auto 
Body are working to improve capacity efficiency from the shipping 
planning stage in order to  transport mutual supplied parts shared 
for the same vehicle being made at other companies.

■ Reducing CO2 Emissions Volume in Logistics

222 216
191 172 167 154

03 04 05 06 07 08

300

200

100

0

600

400

200

0

（tons-CO2/billion yen） （Thousand tons-CO2）

Consolidated 
companies

Toyota Auto Body（FY）

FY2008 target
163

Per sales unit

■ Switching to natural gas for boiler fuel at
PT. Sugity Creatives in Indonesia.

Sugity Creatives switched to use 
natural gas instead of diesel, 
which was previously used for 
boiler fuel for painting bumpers. 
As a result, CO2 emissions volume 
was reduced by 110 tons-CO2 
per year.

【Small type boiler for painting bumpers】

0

5

10

03 04 05 06 07 08

6.78.6 8.1
9.0 8.3 8.2

FY2008 target
8.0

（Thousand tons-CO2）

（FY）

Plant logistics

logistics 
between plants

Logistics CO2 emissions volume
【FY2010 target: Less than 8,000 tons-CO2】
（10% decrease compared to FY2003）
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■ Topics

■ Roof Greenification of Toyota Body Seiko Co., Ltd. 
    New Toyohashi plant 
At a group company, Toyota Body Seiko Co.,Ltd. Toyohashi Plant, in May of 2009, we promoted 
energy conservation by allowing in natural light which decreased electrical power use during the day. 
We also planted lawns on the roof of the No.2 factory building.

[Greenification of the Toyohashi No.2 plant building roof] [The interior of the No.2 plant brightened by natural light]

■ Thai Auto Works (Thailand) Won the Energy Award 2008
On July 31st 2008, President Ōno※ of Thai Auto Works (Thailand), one of our 
group companies, was selected for the “Best Energy Top Management”award 
at the Thai Energy Awards 2008.

[President Ōno (Left) receiving the award 
from the Thailand Energy Minister]

※Toyota Auto Body’s Executive Corporate Officer as of July 2009
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Contributing to Building a Recycle-Oriented Society by Efficiently Using Resources

Resource Recycling

The serious global issue of withering resources is a growing concern.
Japan depends on many resources from abroad and is also beset with issues such as illegal dumping 
and a lack of landfill sites. 
In looking to contributing to build a recycle-oriented society, Toyota Auto Body is making further efforts 
efficiently use resources at our production bases and also improve vehicle recyclability.

■ Further Promote and Introduce Vehicle Recycle Design

Basic
Pol icy

Development 
and Design

Production 
and Logistics

Action
items

■ Further Promote Efficient Resource Use in Looking to Build 
a Recycle-Oriented Society

■ Reduce Water Volume Consumption
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Promoting and Introducing Further Recycle Design for Vehicles 
Activ i ty 
Status 

Development  
and Design 

■ “Eco-Plastic” in the New Model Prius Harmonizes With the Environment
■ Eco-Plastic parts 

We are developing “Eco-Plastic” 
made from potentially recyclable 
plant resources. 
Eco-Plastic is being used in parts 
of the new model Prius such as 
the scuff plate and driver’s side 
seat cushion. 

■ Addressing Vehicle Recycling Laws in Japan and Abroad
In January 2005, vehicle recycling laws were implemented, whereby a system began for hauling and recycling 
various types of freon gas, airbags, and Automobile Shredder Residue (ASR) from used vehicles.  

Also in Europe, an End of Life Vehicle (ELV) disposal ordinance came into effect in 2000, which instituted 
vehicle recycle law in the European Union. From January of 2007, vehicle manufacturers in certain countries will 
begin all hauling and recycling of disposed vehicles.  

In coordination with Toyota Motor Corporation, we at Toyota Auto Body are making efforts from the development 
and design stages to develop and introduce vehicles that are easy to dismantle and recycle. We are also making 
efforts to expand use of potentially recyclable resources. 

Cowl Side Trim Board 

Front Door Outer  
Scuff Plate 

Front Door Scuff Plate 

Rear Door Outer Scuff Plate 

Rear Door Scuff Plate 
Rear Deck Trim Cover 

Deck Trim Service  
Hole Cover 

Driver’s side seat cushion  
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Promoting and Introducing Further Recycle Design for Vehicles
Activ i ty
Status

Development 
and Design

■ Efforts to Improve Vehicle Dismantlement and Recyclability
Toyota Auto Body has accumulated knowledge and improved technology in aiming to improve used 
vehicle recyclability and part dismantlement.

In the new model Prius, for parts that are recoverable under the recycle law, we have make efforts to 
shorten the time for proper disposal of airbags (single disposal introduced) by introducing a single 
disposal method, which resulted in a 20% shorter disposal time compared to previous models.

Removal of 
two parts

Previous model

New model Prius

One part removal possible

（Ｈ） 20%20%

Previous
model

New
model

■ Result of shortened time for 
proper disposal of airbags 
for the new model Prius
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Promoting Further Effective Resource Use in Looking to Build a Recycle-Oriented Society
Activ i ty
Status

Production 
and Logistics

■ Case Example of Improved Press Steel Yield Loss  
    (Use of press steel scrap in multi-stage press)

Alfard Side Panel

Small-sized part 
   2/3/4

(Steel scrap)

Mid-sized part 1

Using steel scrap for large press 
parts, mid- and small-sized parts are 
simultaneously pressed, and we are 
achieving fewer defects.

130 129
119

108 107

91

50

100

150

０３ ０４ ０５ ０６ ０７ ０８

(tons / billion yen）

(FY)

FY2008 target

107
Metals:     120,000 tons
Oils and fats: 2,000 tons
Resins:         2,000 tons

Combustible: 1,000 tons
Recycled:     9,000 tons

Waste substances: 10,000 tons

Valuable resources:  
124,000 tons134,000

tons/year

■ Breakdown of FY2008 waste 
emissions outside our company

Toyota Auto Body has created a reduction target for waste emissions within 
and outside our plants that includes not only waste substances, but also 
waste recycled for a fee. We are working to limit defects and also promote 
reduction in the volume of materials discarded.
FY2008 waste emissions volume outside our company was 134,000 tons.

■ Activities to Reduce Waste Emissions Outside Our Company

■ Waste emission outside our company 
per sales unit waste emission

【FY2010 target: 
      Less than 126 tons/billion yen】
（3% decrease compared to FY2003）
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Promoting Further Effective Resource Use in Looking to Build a Recycle-Oriented Society
Activ i ty
Status

Production 
and Logistics

Reduce Water Consumption
Activ i ty
Status

Production 
and Logistics

Toyota Auto Body is progressively simplifying and changing 
packing layout to lighter materials by switching from wooden 
boxes to cardboard, and then to vinyl bags for packaging 
materials in production parts logistics and supply parts logistics.

■ Reducing Use of Packaging Material Volume in Logistics

Previously used vehicle packaging
(cardboard paper)

New model PRIUS packaging 
(Air cap packaging)

■ Packaging material volume
【FY2010 target: Less than 2,280 tons/year】
(5% decrease compared to FY2003)

Amid the serious shortage of water resources in the world, 
efforts to conserve water at Toyota Auto Body center on 
painting processes.

■ Toyota Auto Body are Continuing to Promote 
Water Conservation in Production Processes

■ Water volume consumption in Toyota Auto 
Body production processes

【FY2010 target: Maintained at 4.5m3/vehicle】

4.8
4.3 4

3.9
3.5 3.6

3.3
3.9

0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

０１ ０２ ０３ ０４ ０５ ０６ ０７ ０８

（m3/vehicle）

（FY）

FY2010 target
4.5
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Reduction and Management of SOCs in Products and Production

Substances of Concern

We in the Toyota Auto Body Group are making efforts to strengthen activity to reduce emissions volume of 
SOCs that are a concern to our health and our environment. 

Regarding vehicles, following in step with the End of Life Vehicle (ELV) European regulations, in 2007 the 
Registration Evaluation Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH※1) was issued. REACH made 
clear industry’s responsibility for managing chemicals and the expansion of target substances. In addition, we 
are promoting reduction activities for chemical substances at the time of production, which are conforming to 
the basis of PRTR systems.  Hereafter, we will continue to move toward products and production that limit 
SOCs as much as possible by use of chemical substances.

■ Promoting further reductions and management of SOCs

Basic
Pol icy

Development 
and Design

Production 
and Logistics

Action
items

■ Measures to reduce Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions volume

■ Reduce emissions volume of substances subject to the Pollutant Release
    and Transfer Register (PRTR).

※1 REACH : The Registretion Evaluation Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals
                   These chemical substance regulations aim to clarify industry’s responsibility for chemical substance management 
                   and minimize impact of chemical substances on people and the environment.
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Activ i ty 
Status Promoting Further Reductions and Management of SOCs 

Development  
and Design 

Reference: Guideline concerning the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Translation of REACH 

2013 2009 2010 2011 2018 // 
December  
1, 2008 

December 
1, 2010

Preliminary  
registration 

// 

June  
1, 2013 

June  
1, 2018 

Registration: CMR substances and introduction of 
substances in stages that exceed 1,000 tons per 
year, R50/53 substances that exceed 100 tons per 
year, and substances for which approval is necessary 

Registration: Substances introduced in stages that exceed 100 tons per year 

Registration: Substances introduced in stages that exceed 1 ton per year 

Substances that exceed 1 ton that were not introduced in stages and registration preceding 
manufacture/import/entrance into the market for substances not preliminarily registered 

■ REACH regulation  
schedule 

*REACH : Registraction Evaluation Authorization and Restriction Chemicals 

■ Addressing European New Chemical Substance REACH* Regulations 
From FY2008, we have been promoting activities to be consistently carried out at the same time as Toyota Motor Corporation in 
looking to assure that REACH regulations are addressed. 

■ Achieved Vehicle Interior VOC Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Self-Initiated Targets 
Through reassessing vehicle interior adhesives and materials with reductions in VOCs for such as formaldehyde, which is indicated 
for volatilization from interior parts and also bad smells and irritation of the throat and nose, we achieved self-initiated reduction 
targets established by the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association for the new model Prius. 

■ Complete Elimination of the Four SOCs 
Toyota Auto Body has been making effort for the early elimination of the four  SOCs (lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chromium) 
based on the European ELV regulations and Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association(JAMA) self-initiated targets.  
As a result, we have almost completely eliminated SOCs in all Toyota Auto Body products, including domestically produced vehicles 
in 2006, and also electric vehicles and specially-equipped vehicles at the end of 2007. 
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Reducing VOC Emissions Volume in 
Production Processes

Activ i ty
Status

Production 
and Logistics

Reducing Emission Volume of Substance 
Subject to PRTR

Substances subject to PRTR released into the atmosphere from 
Toyota Auto Body are mostly toluene and xylene that are found in 
paint and thinner.
In FY2008, by switching to intermediate coat paint with low levels of 
PRTR materials at our Yoshiwara, Inabe, and Fujimatsu plants, we 
emitted 1,060 tons/year of PRTR, a 62% decrease compared to 
FY1998, and similar to VOC, we achieved our FY2010 target early.

One cause of photochemical oxidant is considered to be linked to 
VOCs. Activities at Toyota Auto Body to reduce VOC emissions 
volume include concerted efforts to switch over to water-borne paints 
and recover cleaning solvents after painting. In FY2008, we achieved 
our FY2010 target two years early with an average emissions volume 
per painted area of 40 g/m2 for the entire painting line.

Act iv i ty
Status

Production 
and Logistics

■ VOC emissions volume per painted area 
(Body painting)

【FY2010 target: Less than 40g/m2】
(60% decrease compared to FY1998)

100

55 54 50 53 52 47 42 40

0
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100
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９８ ０１ ０２ ０３ ０４ ０５ ０６ ０７ ０８（FY）

（g/m2）

FY2008 target
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■ Emissions volume of substances subject to 
PRTR (Atmospheric release)

【FY2010 target: Less than 1,100 tons】
(60% decrease compared to FY1998)

〜〜

2,780

1,850
1,830

1,590 1,590
1,570

1,300
1,1701,060

0

1000

2000

3000

９８ ０１ ０２ ０３ ０４ ０５ ０６ ０７ ０８（FY）

（tons）

FY2008 target

1,273

■ Comparison of composition of emissions volume of substances 
subject to PRTR (FY2008)

Other（7%）Ethyl Benzene（19%）

Toulene（27%）Xylene（50%）
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Strengthening Environmental Management That Addresses Globalization

Environmental Management

At Toyota Auto Body, we have set environmental management as one of our most important issues and we 
are progressing in addressing environmental issues through various technological innovations in car 
manufacturing. In addition, we are actively promoting efforts and cooperating with affiliated companies and 
consolidated subsidiary businesses in Japan and abroad.

FY2008 was the third year since we initiated our fourth Toyota Auto Body Environment Action Plan (Activities 
between FY2006 through FY2010). We are making definite progress in following our plan. In order to 
address gradually expanding globalization, we are strengthening domestic and overseas environmental 
management and also further coordinating environmental management with society.

Basic
Pol icy

■ Strengthen consolidated environmental 
management

■ Progress further in coordinating activities 
with customers

■ Achieve environmental education

■ Promote new business that contributes to 
improving the environment

■ Reduce life cycle environmental burden 
by active participation toward Toyota’s 
Eco-VAS

Action
Item

■ Contribute toward building a recycle-oriented 
society (Details on page 70 of this report）

■ Mutually communicate and disclose environmental 
information

■ Efforts toward activities that obey laws

■ Progress status for FY2008 environmental efforts
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Strengthening Consolidated Environmental ManagementActiv i ty
Status

In order to progress steadily with environmental efforts in domestic and 
overseas entities, in 2000 we started a Toyota Auto Body Group 
Production Environment Committee as a domestic entity, and we are 
promoting the implementation of management auditing and also sharing 
activities and information.

Toyota Auto Body Group activities expanded from FY2006 with the 
number of overseas entities increasing steadily. We also received 
ISO14001 approval, and similar to Law Abiding Activities and Global 
Warming Prevention Activities begun in FY2006, we began auditing by 
Toyota Auto Body.

【Toyota Body Seiko Co., Ltd. (Aichi Prefecture, Takahama City)
Environmental risk auditing of merged sewage treatment tanks】■ Locations of Toyota Auto Body Group Entities

America (1 entity under construction)

Taiwan (1 entity)

Malaysia (1 entity)

Indonesia (2 entities)

Thailand (2 entity)

Domestic entities

Production entities (8)

Non-production entities (6)

Overseas production entities

*Refer to page 56 of this report for companies that are part of the Toyota Auto Body consolidated environmental management
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Strengthening Consolidated Environmental ManagementActiv i ty
Status

■ Topics

■ Gifu Auto Body Co., Ltd. in (Kakamigahara City, Gifu Prefecture) Was 
Designated as an Excellent Kakamigahara City Environmental Action Business.

In May 2008, Gifu Auto Body Co., Ltd, a 100% Toyota Auto Body wholly-owned company, applied 
to the “Office for Active Countermeasures for the Environment and Waste” and was awarded a 
Certificate of Approval from the mayor for being an “Excellent Environmental Action Business.”

【Certificate of Approval Ceremony on May 18, 2008】

*In FY2008, a total of 22 businesses were approved.

【Certificate of Approval (Left) 
  and display sticker】
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Strengthening Coordination Activities With Business PartnersActiv i ty
Status

Environmental efforts must be coordinated with our business partners, not 
only the Toyota Auto Body Group. In March 2007, Toyota Auto Body 
requested items concerning business activities of each partner for edited and 
appended environmental action items in the The Green Purchasing Guideline. 
This request follows a previous request for items concerning environmentally 
friendly delivery parts.

Please view our home page for details of the Toyota Auto Body Group Green Purchasing Guideline.
(Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed)

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/environment/guideline/index.html

【Green Purchasing Guideline 
(Revised in March 2007)】

■ Environmental Exchanges With Waste Disposal Companies

【An outstanding shipping company driver receives an award at 
a refresher education session for one of our shipping companies.】

Toyota Auto Body is promoting periodic exchanges and refresher education 
for each waste disposal company and companies that cooperate with us on a 
daily basis in production activities by handling parts, delivering raw materials, 
and shipping. Opinions are exchanged on information and environmental 
trends in society in addition to having the companies understand the 
environmental efforts of Toyota Auto Body.
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Achieving Environmental Education Activ i ty 
Status 

It is important to continuously and steadily improve 

environmental awareness. In setting environmental 

educat ion as one of the pi l lars of personnel 

development at Toyota Auto Body, we are aiming to 

have employees be aware of the environment in the 

workplace and at home. 

● Stratified education (Entering employees, 
newly appointed managerial staff)

● Environmental E-learning Education for all 
employees

● Environmental lecture meetings

● Environmental improvement Case Example 
Presentation Meeting

■ Topics 

On Environment Day on June 

5th 2008, weather forecaster 

Kaoru Kawai  was inv i ted to 

lecture on the theme of “Global 

Warming and Our Living From 

the Viewpoint of Meteorology.” 

Ms. Kawai gave actual examples 

of abnormal weather in recent years in a relaxed 

a tmosphere wh i le  speak ing about  the c lose 

relationship between global warming and recent 

phenomenon of intense rain, which in Japanese has 

come to be called a “sudden downpour.” Ms. Kawai 

also posed questions to the audience about how our 

climate will be in 50 to 100 years from now. 

lecturer：Kaoru Kawai 
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Promoting New Operations That Contribute to Environmental ImprovementsActiv i ty
Status

■ Promoting Development and Commercialization of Environmental Products
In looking to the next generation of vehicles, we at Toyota Auto Body are making efforts in technical developments and 
commercialization by developing environmental products such as fuel cell batteries and motor power source control units for 
very small eco-cars which limit global warming, and plant materials we researched to stabilize CO2 emissions.

In aiming to establish small electric vehicles 
(EV) as next generat ion environmental 
technology, we are developing a rechargeable  
which uses a lithium battery system first in our 
small mini-car COMS. We are also making 
efforts to develop vehicle bodies made from 
p lant  mater ia ls ,  and a lso smal l ,  h igh- 
performance fuel cell battery systems.

We are advancing even further in developing 
technology to be used in products by 
commercializing outer body panels on next 
generation vehicles which are now used on 
part of the Dakar Rally entry vehicle, the 
Toyota Land Cruiser 200.

■ Electrical Vehicle (EV) Elemental 
Technology and Fuel Cell Battery 
Development

■ Developing Plant Material 
Technology

【COMS BP (Bio-plastic vehicle)】
【i-REAL】

【Upper frame made 
from plant materials】

The very small electric vehicle COMS BP, with its body made from plant 
materials, was displayed at the Toyota Auto Body booth at the Tokyo Motor 
Show in October 2007. 
Also at Chubu Centrair International Airport, another vehicle that uses plant 
materials, the i-REAL, is being used to show practicality of this kind of vehicle.

Parts partially using materials derived from 
plants such as the rear door and back door
(Natural PP + plant fiber)

【2009 Dakar Rally entry vehicle】
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Promoting New Operations That Contribute to Environmental improvementActiv i ty
Status

■ Achieving Environmentally Related Operations
Other than the main business of manufacturing vehicles, Toyota Auto Body is actively introducing environmentally 
related operations such as environmental analysis businesses and waste recycling businesses through our group 
companies. We are also contributing to environmental preservation activities for local communities and 
self-governing agencies.

■ Waste Recycling Business (TABMEC Co., Ltd.)

■ Environmental Analysis Business (Inatec Co., Ltd.)

At TABMEC Co., Ltd, a 100% wholly-owned Toyota Auto Body company, we 
are promoting our waste recycling business as an environment-related 
business. In addition, from FY2008, we have been coordinating with a home 
appliance maker and administering and handling our Solar Photovoltaic 
Generation System for homes and businesses. In naming this business the 
Earth Eco-Project, we are contributing to preventing global warming, an issue 
that will continue into our future.

In October of 2000, Inatec Co., Ltd. became a separate and independent 
company from Toyota Auto Body and became approved by Mie Prefecture as 
an environmental measurement certifying business. In February of 2004, Inatec 
became a designated survey organization based on the Soil Contamination 
Countermeasure Law of the Environment Ministry to perform surveys of rivers 
and streams and also water and soil. Inatec also contributes to environmental 
conservation activities of the community and industry through surveys and 
analysis of SOCs for the Toyota Auto Body Group and each of its businesses.

【An image of a Solar Photovoltaic 
Generation System for homes】

【Water analysis at Inatec Co., Ltd.】
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Reducing Life-Cycle Environment Burden Through Eco-VASActiv i ty
Status

The Toyota Environmental Assessment System (Eco-VAS) implements comprehensive environmental assessment of 
all processes of vehicle development from production and use through to disposal. 

Eco-VAS manages the volume of SOC usage and recoverability of exhaustive resource consumption volume, 
atmospheric polluting substances, and global warming gases in the entire life cycle and also manages at the stage 
of fuel efficiency, gas emissions, and noise at the stage of vehicle use. 

In FY2008, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was implemented by Eco-VAS for the new model Prius, which decreased 
life cycle CO2 emissions volume by 43% compared to vehicles in the same class.

■ LCA Evaluation of the New Model Prius (A CO2 example)

（Reference : From the new model Prius product catalog）

Material 
manufacturing

Vehicle 
manufacturing Driving Maintenance Waste and Recycling

Prius

Same class 
vehicles

Reduction
Environmental impact of the hybrid 
                                     - approximately 43%

*１　ＬＣＡ：　Life Cycle Assessment
(Comprehensive assessment based on the 
environmental impact of materials, vehicle 
production, vehicle driving, maintenance, 
and disposal)

*２　Eco-VAS： Eco-Vehcle Assessment System
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Achieving Mutual Communication and Disclosure of Environmental InformationActiv i ty
Status

Our Toyota Auto Body home page introduces the status of our efforts concerning the environment in order for our 
many stakeholders to understand our environment efforts. 

In addition, we are continuing to hold opinion exchanges for coexisting with our communities and we are also 
holding regular community discussion meetings with members of local residents in communities in which our 
operations are located (Kariya and Toyota cities in Aichi Prefecture and Inabe City in Mie Prefecture).

Information on topics concerning environmental conservation, environmental data from different offices, and the status 
of our environmental efforts are on our company website. Viewing these topics will be highly informative.
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/index.html

【Toyota Auto Body home page 
(Contributions to the environment and society)】

【Listening to a Dakar Rally entry vehicle explanation at a 
community discussion meeting at our head office and 
in the Fujimatsu community. <Community officials>】
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Law-Abiding Activity EffortsActiv i ty
Status

In looking to have no complaints or abnormalities, we are aiming toward prevention by implementing 
thorough company-wide analysis of the causes, which includes not only actual examples of what has 
occurred, but also case examples of causes of “abnormal events and serious complaints.” Also, our efforts 
to eliminate risk concerning organic chemical substances involves continuous activities for management of 
underground water, PCB*, and dioxin.

In March of 2009, an incident occurred in which the pH value of emissions of water used by the community exceeded legal standards at 
our Fujimatsu Plant. Release of water was immediately stopped, a report was made with the authorities concerned, and proper 
neutralization measures were taken. A lack of confirmation during work on a plant holiday was found to be the cause. We installed 
equipment to continuously monitor abnormalities and a thorough system of confirmation within the company when work is being performed.

■ Abnormalities and Complaints

Every year, Toyota Auto Body executes a self-initiated underground water 
survey. 
Previously, in certain facilities, concentrations of substances were 
detected to exceed environmental standards even though those 
substances had never been used in the past. These substances were 
thought to have flown into our facilities, which we reported and explained 
to members of the community and government. At all of our other 
facilities, environmental standard levels are being met.

■ Underground Water Management

From FY2006, Toyota Auto Body began requesting waste disposal companies from outside our company to dispose of equipment 
containing polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB). Already, 91 pieces of equipment have been disposed of, and the remaining three condensers 
are being stored and managed properly. For remaining equipment of concern that contains dioxin emissions, combustion furnaces at the 
Yoshiwara Plant were removed and decommissioned. The concentration of dioxin had become below 1/1000th of the legal standard.

■ PCB and Dioxin Management

■ FY2008 Underground Water Measurement 
Results at the Kariya and Fujimatsu plants

Environmental
 Standard

Tetrachloroethylene

Tetrachloro-carbon

Trichloroethylene

1.1 dichloroethylene

0.01

0.002

0.03

0.02

Fujimatsu Kariya

Measurement Value 
(mg/l)

0.024

0.012

0.033 0.006

0.026
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Progressive Status of FY2008 Environmental Efforts（１／２）Activity
Status The main items of progress for the FY2010 Target Activities established in the fourth Toyota Auto Body         

Environmental Action Plan are as follows: 

（１）Energy and Global 
       Warming 

Despite severe decreases in production numbers of vehicles, we were able to achieve the total 
prospective target for production, and hereafter we are continuing efficient production efforts 
with reduced energy losses.

：

We are steadily addressing vehicle recycle laws in Japan and abroad. We are promoting 
development of recycling technology and improved dismantlement in aiming further to stabilize 
the rate of recyclability. 

：

In looking to abolish the four SOCs, we have completed the switch to not use the four SOCs in 
vehicle production in Japan and abroad. In addition, we are progressing toward implementing 
the new chemical substance REACH regulations. 

：

（２）Resource Recycling  

（３） Substances Of Concern
       ( SOC )

The Fourth Environmental Action Plan
                                  (Through FY2010 activities) FY2008 Action Status Direction for FY2009

1) Vehicle weight reduction 
   (Improve fuel efficiency)
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s 2) CO2 reduction measures

・CO2 emissions volume 
（5% increase compared to 1990）

・Per sales unit 
（10% decrease compared to FY2003）

・Logistics CO2 emissions volume 
（10% decrease compared to FY2003）

・Global CO2 per sales unit 
（8% decrease compared to FY2003）

・CO2 emissions volume   （2% increase）
・Per sales unit          （32% decrease）

・Logistics CO2 emissions volume 
（22% decrease）

●Mutual introduction of energy conservation
    case examples

（31% decrease）

●Changes to interior materials and 
use of high-strength steel sheets
・Achieved new model Prius weight 
reduction target 

   (Toyota Auto Body Development)

・Incorporate weight reductions in new 
models and for model changes

●Introduced new technologies and 
reduced energy during non-operation

●Shipping between plants and implement-
ing efficient activities within the plants

・Global CO2 per sales unit 

・Expanding use of high-strength 
steel sheets, and promoting 
development of weight reduction 
technologies such as structural 
modulation

・With production numbers
 decreasing, further thoroughness 
in eliminating energy losses in 
aiming to be more efficient

・Limit CO2 emissions volume by 
improving shipping efficiency 
further for loading efficiency,etc.

・Setting forth of activities 
stemming from the introduction 
of case examples at each of our 
companies in Japan and abroad
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Progress Status of FY2008 Environmental Efforts（２／２）Activity
Status

Progress Status of FY2008 
Environmental Efforts

Direction for FY2009

3) Promote vehicle recycle design

4) Promote effective use of resources
・Per sales unit

（3% decrease compared to FY2003）
・Logistics packaging material volume 

（5% decrease compared to FY2003）

・Volume per vehicle unit
（20% decrease maintained compared to FY1995）

・Per sales unit （30% decrease）

・Logistics packaging material volume 
 （6％ decrease）

●Comprehensive water-use management 
  （31％ decrease）

●Reduced dismantlement time and use 
of eco-plastics
・Achieved new model Prius recycle 
target

・Vehicle development that allows easy 
dismantlement and recycling

●Use of press steel and reduced defects

●Changed material quality and simplified 
structures

・Volume per vehicle unit 

・Steadily promote plans to 
develop recycling technologies 
that include  improving 

   dismantling of hybrid vehicles

・Plans progressing with 
activities to reduce waste 
substances 

・Continue improving packaging 
specifications through 

   coordination with our suppliers

・Continue water conservation 
activities 

5) Reduce water consumption 

6) Reduction and management of SOCs

7) Reduce VOC emissions volume 

・Complete elimination of the four SOCs

8) Reduce substances subject to PRTR

・Reduce vehicle interior VOCs

・VOC emissions volume per body painting area
（60% decrease compared to FY1998）

・Total emissions volume 
（60% decrease compared to FY1998）

・Completed eliminated SOCs from vehicles 
   produced in Japan and abroad

●Switched from use of SOCs in vehicles 
manufactured abroad

・Achieved SOCs target for new model Prius 

・Plans progressing with REACH 
regulations

・Achieve switching over target 
for all vehicles manufactured 
in the future

・VOC emissions volume per painting area 
  （60％ decrease）

●Improved recyclability of cleaning solvents
  （61％ decrease）

●Introduced water-borne paints 

・Total emissions volume 

・Improve paint adhesive 
efficiency in conjunction with 
plant refurbishment

・Reduce cleaning solvents 
volume and continue 
improvement activities for 
recovering cleaning solvents
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For the Environment For the Environment 

Effective Use of Managerial Resources Toward Environmental Conservation Activities 

Environmental Accounting 

We at Toyota Auto Body promote building an environmental accounting system for understanding the 
expense (environmental cost) and effects (economic effects) from those expenses as a target of reducing 
environmental burden of our business activities. In this report, we have calculated the environmental effects 
and environmental costs in following with the “Environmental Accounting Guideline” of the Environment 
Ministry.  We are also calculating environmental efficiency from the viewpoint of economic efficiency.

Basic  
Policy  

Toyota Auto Body is calculating environmental cost by dividing the cost into “environmental investment” and “maintenance costs (expense).”  In 
addition, we have added the costs of the environmental portion (constant rate) included in direct environmental investment and regular 
equipment investment. In the extremely severe economic conditions of the second half of FY2008, with large scale cuts in equipment 
investment outlays (cuts decreased 31% from the previous year), 
Toyota Auto Body alone had costs of 4.75 billion yen, a decrease of 
0.94 billion yen from the previous year (17% decrease).

■ Environmental Cost

※ Total equipment investment (Tangible base) : 

                                              FY2008 26.4 billion yen  (FY2007 38.0 billion yen） 

4.75 5 
5.69 9 5.9 .9 5.93 3 

0 0 

2.0 .0 

4.0 .0 

6.0 .0 

8.0 .0 

05 5 06 6 07 7 08 8 

■ Environmental cost transitions 

（Billion yen） 

（FY） 

■ FY2008 Environmental Cost Calculation Results （unit: million yen） 

In-area operation costs 2,494 

Up and downstream costs 

Activity management costs 757 

R&D costs 822 

Social activity costs 16 

Environmental damage  
costs 4 

Invested Costs Invested Costs 

Toyota Auto Body Consolidated  
companies 
 

４，７４５ ６２８ 

77 

652 440 111 
 

Total 
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■ Economic Results
From energy cost savings and purchasing recycled materials, 
Toyota Auto Body saved 4.12 billion yen and our consolidated 
affiliated companies saved 1.89 billion yen.

（１）Calculations are limited to those items of a sound basis, excluding 
economic effects based on imaginative accounting such as “contributions 
toward product added value” or “environmental risk recovery.”

（２）For improvement results of environmental burden (material volume results), 
please refer to the page(s) regarding “Energy and Global Warming,” 
“Resource Recycling,” and “Substances of Concern”.

（３）<Environmental Cost> and <Economic Results> companies are as follows:

Domestic：Tokai Utility Motor Co., Ltd., Toyota Body Seiko Co., Ltd., 
                Ace Industry Co., Ltd., Tokai Parts Industry Co., Ltd., and 
                Gifu Auto Body Co., Ltd. 
Overseas：Chun Shyang Shin Yeh Industry Co., Ltd.(Taiwan),  and
                PT. Sugity Creatives (Indonesia)

Note as follows:

Note :

■ Environmental Efficiency
We at Toyota Auto Body are following up on CO2 emissions 
volume as our economic efficiency indicator. With 1998 as the 
standard at 100, FY2008 was at 273, a 10.5% improvement 
compared to the previous year.

（４）One value for FY2007 Environmental Efficiency was miscalculated.  

(Calculation error) 271  →   (Corrected calculation) 247

Energy cost savings ９０ ４９

Recycle purchasing 
costs

４，０３０ １，８３６

Cost Results

Toyota Auto Body Consolidated companies

４，１２０ １，８８５

■ FY2008 Environmental Results (Economic results)
（Units: million yen）

■ Environmental Efficiency
    （Only Toyota Auto Body CO2 emissions volume 
     for FY1998 was at 100）

※Environmental efficiency= Sales / environmental burden

300

200

100
98 99 00 05 06 07 08

（Index）

（FY）

100 105
124

230
257 247

273

Total
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Data

基本方針

New Model Prius Main Environmental Data
(Referencing: New model Prius Parts Catalog)

Rate of fuel
consumption

10・15 mode fuel-efficiency rate *1
 (National Land and Transport Agency survey values) （km/L）

CO2 emissions volume （g/km）
JC08 mode fuel-efficiency rate *1 
(National Land and Transport Agency survey values) （km/L）

CO2 emissions volume （g/km）

Remarks

Main measures for improving fuel efficiency

Exhaust gases
Approved level and conforms to regulations 
(National Land and Transport Agency)

Approved level values and 
conforming regulation values

CO

（g/km） NMHC　*7

NOx

Remarks

Exterior noise Conforming noise level regulation （dBｰA）

Air conditioning cooling use (type of refrigerant) （g）

SOC reductions Lead

Mercury

Cadmium

Hexavalent Chromium

Interior VOC *8

Recycling Parts of easily recycled materials TSOP *9

TPO　*10

Plastic and rubber parts for part indication

Environmental harmonizing materials (Eco-plastic)

Use of recycled materials RSPP *11
Felt made from recycled 
plastic PET bottles

65 61

30.4

76

32.6

71

35.5 38.0

Acceleration speed noise regulation value : 76

470 (Alternative freon HFC 134-a)

Achieved the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Self-Initiated Target (Less than 1/10 compared to 1996)

Achieved the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Self-Initiated Target (Prohibited from use after January 2005)

Engineer Under Cover, Rear Seat Side Cover, Front Seat Shield

Achieved the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Self-Initiated Target (Prohibited from use after January 2007)

Achieved the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Self-Initiated Target (Prohibited from use after January 2008)

Achieved the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Self-Initiated Target

Bumper Cover, Front Grill, Rocker Panel Molding, Inner Pillar Garnish

Driver’s seat SRS airbag

Indicated

Floor Silencer

Scuff Plate, Seat Cushion (Driver’s seat)

Roof silencer (Exempting L-grade)

0.013

Conforms to LEV-7(Low-emission vehicle (standards in 8 municipalities incl. Tokyo, Osaka,  Kyoto, and Kobe area

SUｰLEV

1.15

0.013

Main measures for improving fuel efficiency  Hybrid system, idling stop components, 
automatic non-stage transmission, variable valve timing, electric power steering

(All vehicles have cleared the 2010 fuel economy standard 4, and conform to the Green Purchasing Law)

Recycled polypropylene

*2

*5 *6

*3

*2 *3

*1 Fuel consumption rate is a value set under test conditions. Fuel consumption rate may differ depending on conditions of customer vehicle use (weather, traffic etc.) and driving habits (sudden 

start-off, air conditioning use etc.) JCO8 mode is a newly constructed testing method that is closer to actual driving than 10 ･ 15 mode, whereby the value for the fuel consumption rate is 

generally lower.  *2. When vehicle weight is 1,350 kg  *3.  When vehicle weight is 1,310 kg  *4. Fuel economy target standard according to the Energy Conservation Law  *5. 10・15 and 

JCO8 driving  *6. 2005 75% reduction level for exhaust gases  *7. NMHC: Non-Methane Hydrocarbons  *8. VOC: Volatile Organic Compounds (Formaldehyde, Accetoaldehyde, Toulene)  *9. 

TSOP: Toyota Super Olefin Polymer  *10. TPO:  Thermo Plastic Ofefin  *11. RSPP: Recycled Sound-Proofing Products
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■ Hybrid Production Numbers (Number produced at Toyota Auto Body)

Vehicle name Vehicle name 

Estima Hybrid Estima Hybrid 

Number produced  Number produced  

Total Total 

１１，２６５ ５ 

１１９，４４１ １ 

１３０，７０６ ６ 

Prius Prius 

■ FY2008 Production Numbers ● New model Prius  ● Estima Hybrid 

■ Cumulative Toyota Auto Body Hybrid Production Numbers  

30.1 1 
89.2 2 

262.5 5 

408.8 8 

539.5 5 

0 0 

200 0 

400 0 

600 0 

（FY） 

（Thousands of vehicles） 

０４ ４ ０５ ５ ０６ ６ ０７ ７ ０８ ８ 

:    Prius Prius 

:    Other hybrid vehicles  Other hybrid vehicles  
（Estima, Alphard） Estima, Alphard） 

:    

:    
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■ Environmental Data in Business Activities （FY2008 invested resource volume and emissions volume）

プレス ボﾃﾞー 塗装 組立

生産工場

Press Body Painting Assembly

Production Plant

ＯＵＴＰＵＴ
製 品

ＯＵＴＰＵＴ
Product

ＩＮＰＵＴ

Prevention of Global Warming

Decrease SOCs

Water resource savings Waste substance reduction 
and resource savings

Energy input ： 3.0 × 106ＧＪ

Total material input ※1 ： 340,000 tons

Water Consumption ： 2,450,000ｍ3

Volume of substances subject to PRTR ：
4,709 tons

Atmospheric emissions 
Greenhouse gas emissions volume ：205,300 tons-CO2 
CO2 emission volume ： 205,000 tons-CO2

5 gases※2 emissions volume： 3,000 tons CO2
Substances subject to PRTR ： 1,060 tons

Total water discharge volume※４：
3,190,000ｍ3

Total waste substance emissions volume ：
134,000 tons ※３

Volume recycled ： 133,000 tons
Waste volume loss： 1,000 tons

※１　Substance total ：steel, plastic, paint etc.
※２　5 gases：The five greenhouse gases are greenhouse gases other 

than CO2. At Toyota Auto Body, these correspond to 
freon gas used only for automobiles. improvement of 
certain facilities reduced the 1,700 tons-CO2 emissions 
volume of these gases greatly from FY 2008. last year.

※３　Recycling and other reuse indicates the volume of various possible 
valuable recyclable materials or the volume of inverse onerous 
contract materials. The disposal volume indicates whether 
substances are insufficient for processing or if the substances may 
be directly disposed of in landfills. 

※４　For water volume consumed, the total water volume is large 
because initial rainwater is processed and then released. 
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■ Toyota Auto Body Audit and Audit Results

■ Toyota Auto Body Environment Management Companies

■ FY2008 Internal and External Audit Results

Internal
Audit

Improvement guidance ２

Audited Offices （Three plant facilities）Auditing evaluation

External
Audit

４２

３

１

９

Improvement advice

Outstanding case example

Nonconformity(Slightness)

Observed items

At Toyota Auto Body, we regularly conduct internal and exterior audits to 
perform continuous improvement of our environmental management system.

For internal audits, we are working to improve our environmental 
management system by having departments mutually audit each other and 
also having each department self-initiate an audit. In addition, we randomly 
select excellent case examples and present this to other departments in 
aiming to improve our environmental management system.

In our FY2008 external audit, a minor point revealed that the name of an 
ordinance called “Requirements for Law Revision” issued by our head office 
had been leaked from a document in one of our offices. We immediately set 
out to cover the breach.

●：Consolidated company
◎：Affiliated company

●Tokai Utility Motor Co., Ltd.

●Toyota Body Seiko Co., Ltd.

●Ace Industry Co., Ltd.

●Tokai Parts Industry Co., Ltd.

●Gifu Auto Body Co., Ltd.

◎Tokai Tekko Co., Ltd.

◎Toyotomi Kiko Co., Ltd.

◎Kintec Co., Ltd.

●PT.Sugity Creatives (Indonesia)

●PT.Toyota Auto Body-Tokai Extrusion（Indonesia)

●Chun Shyang Shin Yeh Industry Co.,Ltd.（Taiwan）

●Thai Auto Conversion Co.,Ltd.（Thailand）

●Toyota Auto Body(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

◎Thai Auto Works Co.,Ltd.（Thailand）

●Auto Parts Manufacturing Mississippi Inc.（U.S.A.） *

●Toyota Auto Body R & D Co., Ltd.

●Life Service & Security Corporation

●Inatec Co., Ltd.

●Life Creation Co., Ltd.

●Life Support Co., Ltd.

●TABMEC Co., Ltd.

Domestic Overseas Domestic

Production companies Non-production companies

* As of March 2009, Auto Parts Manufacturing Mississippi Inc. was still under construction
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Delivering Fine Products by Considering the Customer FirstDelivering Fine Products by Considering the Customer First

Relations With Customers

At Toyota Auto Body, our quality policy of having the world’s No.1 quality is presented to all employees. 
In addition, in Our Promise (Basic MAP), placing the customer first is made clear, and we are promoting 
activities to have every employee work to follow our policy in their varied daily tasks to judge whether what 
is being done is for our society.

Basic
Pol icy

Activ i ty
Status

Toyota Auto Body makes efforts to have customers use our products with the feeling 
of security as a responsibility that spans all stages, from research to development on 
through production and after-service, in our pursuit of product safety and quality.

Progressing from the development stage with vehicles that are easy to produce, we then link this to building 
in quality after we reach the mass-production stage. The result is a vehicle of fine quality, an example being 
the development of the New model Prius, for which special attention was given to the Prius’s ease of 
production.

Improving Quality Through Developing Efficiently Produced Vehicles

【 Fundamental Ways of Progressing 】

1) In coordinating with Toyota Motor Corporation, we understand our customers1) In coordinating with Toyota Motor Corporation, we understand our customers’ opinion in the  opinion in the 
    marketplace and reflect their opinions in planning and design.    marketplace and reflect their opinions in planning and design.
2) We conduct test assessment and design by fully considering customers2) We conduct test assessment and design by fully considering customers’ use and the environmental  use and the environmental 
conditions of a vehicle in order to improve design quality.conditions of a vehicle in order to improve design quality.

3)Promote elimination of difficult to perform operations by unifying development, production plants, 3)Promote elimination of difficult to perform operations by unifying development, production plants, 
and our business partners from the development stage in order to build in quality in our processes. and our business partners from the development stage in order to build in quality in our processes. 
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For Society For Society Relations With Customers 

■ New Model Prius Main Improvement Efforts  
・Improvement and visualization for ease of production and degree of quality assurance of individual parts and systems.  
（Inspection of each elemental task of wiring layout, removal, insertion, setting, and assembly） 
・Promote moving up the schedule from the design consideration stage for ease of production Improvement activities 
・Visualization by one-dimensional use of IT in the above activities and its use in future projects 

■ Improvement for Ease of Production in All Elemental Operations 
At the development stage, we have completed the elemental operation level for ease of production improvement. At the 
mass production stage, we have confirmed targeted quality by checking in accordance with the operation requirements.  

■ An Objective Case Example of Packaging Layout and Removal of Parts (Door Power Window Switch) 
● Previous packaging layout
・Products leaned in boxes  
⇒・Difficult to remove 
　・Easily scratched 
　・Potential entry of dust and  
      water in the rear side of  
      the connector 

Only a partition
● New model Prius packaging layout
・Added product form-fit materials 
　・Product leaning issue resolved 
　⇒ Uniform removal of products,  
       and prevention of surface  
       scratches and also intrusion  
       of dust and water into connectors 
 

Added product form-fit  
materials 

■ Activity Results 
By building at the mass-production stage and from the 
above mentioned efforts, Toyota Auto Body is working 
to lessen burdens on the environment through reducing 
disposable parts that result during operation, as well as 
reducing operational burden.  

Previous model Prius   Previous model Prius   New model Prius New model Prius 
0

20

40

60

80

100
（%）

■ Improvement for Ease of Manufacturing 

Ease of production  

Difficulty of Production  

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

Level 4 
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For SocietyFor Society Relations With Customers

Activ i ty
Status

Efforts for Assuring Quality in Mass Production
Even in mass production, we are progressing in confirming quality assurance by 
“strengthening the power of the workplace”.

■ Efforts toward “zero” defects on the line
With a basis of improvement by standard operations, we are making progress on 
all production lines with improvement for latent problems in difficult tasks, and 
also removal of defect causes in each task and countermeasures for defects.

■ Raising employee awareness for quality assurance
Together with the ease of creating a manufacturing process, all employees are 
thoroughly made aware of the importance of quality assurance management 
activities and heightened awareness for quality assurance is achieved through 
education, lectures, and regular case example exhibitions. Quality assurance lecture meeting

Early Detection and Resolving of Problems By Using Information From Customers
Toyota Auto Body receives valuable quality-related information from customers and dealerships with a majority of that information 
received through Toyota Motor Corporation. Such information is disseminated through EDER(Early Detection and Early Resolution) 
activities by closely coordinating with Toyota Motor Corporation. EDER, which stands for “Early Detection and Early Resolution” is 
our activity that finds quality issues quality in the marketplace 
immediately solves any problems and quickly provides feedback  
to customers about results of improvements.

※ＥＤＥＲ : Early Detection and Early Resolution

■ Main EDER Efforts
1) Presenting information gathered early from
around the world to the concerned departments.

2) Confirming any defects early through genchi genbutsu 
(worksite confirmation of processes and at dealerships)

3) Carrying out countermeasures through immediate
    decision making. 

Toyota Auto Body

Toyota
(TMC)

Toyota
Dealers

Customers

Development Group

Production Preparation
Group

Quality Assurance
Division

Production Group
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Evaluation World’s Top Class Evaluation

Toyota Auto Body is promoting mass-production efforts with 

the same thinking for all mass-produced vehicles. 

In an Initial Quality Survey(IQS) conducted by J.D. Power and 

Associates in the United States, customers evaluated the 

Lexus LX570 as number one in the “Large Premium 

Multi-Activity Vehicle” assessment.

Moreover, in this survey, the LX570 received the best 

evaluation among all manufacturers and all 156 models 

evaluated.

■ American J.D. Power IQS Evaluation
<Large Premium Multi Activity Vehicle Segment>

52

89
109

170

LX570

No.1No.1

  Lexus Company A Ｂ Ｃ
Vehicle a b c

Good 
evaulation

Defects and dissatisfaction 
 per 100 vehicles

System and Actions for Recalls
In accordance with the Consumer Living Products Safety Revision Law in May of 2007 in conjunction with the newly 
established National Road and Transport Ministry Major Accident Information Reporting System in January of 2009, 
when accident information relating to products is obtained, the information is smoothly reported to the concerned 
government agencies and a check is performed to determine if whether our products were at fault.

In the event that a defect arises in a product, if measures are determined to be necessary, the defect will be 
addressed by coordinating closely with Toyota Motor Corporation while also releasing customer information.        
In addition, we are implementing necessary steps that place the customer first for living-related products and electric 
vehicles.
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Our Pursuit of Safety That Gives a Great Sense of SecurityOur Pursuit of Safety That Gives a Great Sense of Security

Relations With Customers

We at Toyota Auto Body consider to be safety as fundamental to car manufacturing.
Based on this thinking, we are promoting development for safe car manufacturing from the viewpoint of 
collision safety and preventive safety. 

Basic
Pol icy

Collision speed Collision angle

Commercial
accidents Diversity

Points of collisionAge and posture

Person involved
in accidents

Passenger seats
Toyota’s Target

Reflected maximally in the market

Provide safety information
Third party evaluation

Laws and regulations
Typical situations

Passenger
body type
and weight

Collision safety technology
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●Body for offset front and side collisions

●Brake pedal construction with reduced amount of back-off braking
ABS●

TRC●

Vehicle Stability   
Control system   

(VSC)●

Brake Assist system●

Lane keeping assist system●

Night view●

Pre-crash Safety Systems (PCS)●

●Seat that reduces whiplash

●Curtain shield airbags

●Knee air bag

●Body construction that reduces injury 
    to walking pedestrians

●Compatibility in all directions

■ Our thinking on collision safety ■ Efforts toward improving vehicle safety
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The basis of preventive safety technology belongs to a vehicle’s fundamental functions of driving, turning, 
and stopping in accordance with the driver’s intention. We at Toyota Auto Body are working to improve 
the performance of these three functions by exploiting the latest technology. 

Act iv i ty
Status

Improving Preventive Safety

■ Pre-Crash Safety System (Millimeter-wave radar system) 
Our pre-crash sensor uses a buzzer or other means to alert the driver in the event that the sensor judges the 
danger of colliding with a vehicle ahead, an oncoming vehicle, or an object on the road surface. If the brakes 
are operated, the pre-crash brake assist system functions to increase braking control. Even if the brakes are not 
operated, the pre-crash brake activates to reduce collision speed and increases the restraining performance of 
occupants by early belt winding of the pre-crash seatbelt, thereby decreasing collision damage. 

Image of the 
millimeter-wave radar

Image of operation

Collision
possible

Collision
highly
possible

Collision
unavoidable Collision

Danger relayed by warning buzzer 
and display

A B

C

Time elapsed

A Pre-Crash Brake Assist on 
standby

B Pre-Crash Brake activated

C Pre-Crash Brake Seatbelt 
activated

■ Preventive Safety Functions

● Pre-Crash Safety System(Millimeter-wave radar system)
● AFS(Adaptive Front-Lighting System)
● S-VSC(Steering-assisted Vehicle Stability Control)
● ABS with EBD(Electronic Brake force Distribution)
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Activ i ty
Status

■ Development of a Collision-Safe Body [GOA]
We at Toyota Auto Body are developing a collision safe body (GOA: Global Outstanding Assessment) which 
aims to achieve both a high-strength cabin and impact absorbent body and offers survival space and occupant 
protection performance in full front, offset front, side, of rear collisions.

■ All-Direction Compatibility Structure
GOA, which comprises a high-strength cabin and impact absorbent body, involves performing collision testing 
that incorporates Toyota Motor Corporation’s own concept of all-direction compatibility *1 in a collision for 
vehicles that differ in weight and height.
*1 Consideration is given to the aim of safety in reducing damage from large vehicles, and assurance of collision safety for small vehicles.

● Offset front collision CAE analysis

Photo of a test vehicle

 

Rear-end collision

2 ton class vehicle
55 km/h

Side-on collision

2 ton class vehicle

55 km/h

Frontal collision 2 ton class vehicle

55 km/h 55 km/h

Inpacted
vehicle

Photo of a test vehicle
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Activ i ty
Status

■ Airbags
SRS airbags deploy in the event of a frontal collision and function together with the movement of seatbelts to 
restrain impact to the chest and head of front seat occupants.
We have further improved safety performance by using SRS side air bags that mitigate side collisions and 
also side SRS curtain seat air bags which broaden protection by covering the side of the head of occupants.

■ Active Head Rests
In the event of a collision from the rear, an internal device 
in the headrest will activate and move the headrest 
upward and forward. The head and back of the occupants 
will be stopped, thus mitigating impact added to the neck.

The occupant’s head pushes 
against the seatback

The lower unit is pushed 
toward the rear of the seat

A cable is pulled The headrest is pulled upward 
and forward by the upper unit

1

3

1

3

Image of headrest activation

■ Vehicle Body That Decreases Pedestrian Injury
We are using a collision-absorbing body structure in body 
sections such as the bumpers, fenders, cowl, and hood in 
order to decrease injury to the legs and head of 
occupants in the event of a collision with a pedestrian.

Collsion-absorbing bumper

Collsion-absorbing hood

Collsion-absorbing fender bracket

Collsion-absorbing cowl

A

B

C

D
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Activ i ty 
Status 

■ Results of Efforts to Manufacture Safe Vehicles
In the Japan New Car Assessment Program, which evaluates collision safety performance, the Vellfire and 
Alfard that Toyota Auto Body developed and mass produced was awarded in the “JNCAP Grand Prix Award 
of 08/09”  In following with our award-winning FY2006 Estima, the award this year for the Vellfire and 
Alfard is a result of our efforts at Toyota Auto Body to manufacture safe vehicles.

Estima 
FY2006 Grand Prix Award 

Vellfire and  Alfard 
FY2008 Grand Prix Award   
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Relations With Customers
Supporting Independence of the Disabled and Elderly With Toyota Auto Body Supporting Independence of the Disabled and Elderly With Toyota Auto Body 
Welfare Products.Welfare Products.

■ Provide Comfortable Freedom of Movement That Allows the Elderly and the Physically
    Disabled to Enjoy Their Lives as do Others in Society. Basic

Pol icy

Activ i ty
Status

■ Developing Various Welfare Vehicles That Suit the Uses and Purposes of Our Customers

Vehicle development began in 1968 by modifying 
vehicles to accommodate more people in wheelchairs. 
Thereafter, we joined with Toyota Motor Corporation in 
considering the surveying and planning for our 
customer’s purposes of use, and we have diversified 
vehicle types by enhancing functions and equipment. 
In the future, with a view on the international market, 
we will further incorporate the development and spread 
of self-operational welfare vehicles and products, 
which allow people to drive by themselves. 

'68 Rear lift type (Micro bus)

'75

'90 '00'70

Rear lift type (Box type)

'99 Welfare taxis

'01 Rear Slope Type

Lift-up Seat Vehicles and Swivel Seat Vehicle

'94 Side Lift-up Seat

'01 Driver Lift-up Seat (Detachable Seat type)

'06 Driver Lift-up Seat (Side sliding and Detachable Seat type)

'07 Driver Lift-up Seat (side sliding) with a wheelchair crane

'07 Remote control type power driver seat

'96 Passenger Lift-up Seat

'96 Passenger Swivel Seat

'98 Side Lift-up Seat (Detachable Seat type)

'00 Passenger Swivel Sliding Seat (Electrically Operated)

'02 New Type Lift-up Unit

'04 Passenger Lift-up Seat (Detachable Seat type)

Self-operational Welfare Vehicle

Wheelchair-accessible Vehicles

'09 Electric storage equipment for wheelchairs

【Progressive product development】
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Activ i ty
Status

■ Toyota Auto Body Has the No. 1 
Share of the Welfare Vehicle Market

Beginning with Toyota Motor Corporation, 
our welfare products and vehicles are used 
by all domestic vehicle manufacturers in 
Japan.
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【Vehicle sold and share of domestic welfare vehicles in the market
 　 (Excluding small cars and buses)】

■ Promoting Our Welfare Vehicles to 
More Potential Customers

The opinions of our users are reflected in 
Toyota Auto Body’s product development 
by displaying our welfare equipment at 
exhibits throughout Japan. At the exhibits, 
our products are operated and we listen to 
the opinions of our product users. 

【International Home Care & Rehabilitation Exhibition 2008】

Toyota Auto Body developed the “Well Carry” that stows a wheelchair 
electrically in the roof on specially-equipped Friend-Matic vehicles.

【Topics】
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Mutual Trust and Mutual Prosperous CoexistenceMutual Trust and Mutual Prosperous Coexistence

Relations With Business Partners

We at Toyota Auto Body are acting with a basic policy of the speediest procurement of the very best materials at the lowest cost 
based on the fundamental principle of “realizing mutual prosperous existence and secure, long-term growth in working to 
strengthen mutual management with the opening of transactions and mutual trust with suppliers serving as a foundation.”

Basic
Pol icy

Activ i ty
Status

The Toyota Auto Body Group strictly observes market rules and pursues fair transactions. For each transaction, we are in full 
compliance for basic contract agreements. We are also making efforts to ensure openness and fairness along with rationale, 
and we are creating fair opportunities for entry for domestic and overseas suppliers who desire to have new transactions.
In addition,we are strengthening consolidation with suppliers to build relationships of mutual trust and mutual prosperity.

■ Procurement Policy Presentation Meeting
Mutual Prosperous Coexistence With Suppliers

In addition, every year we clarify issues concerning quality and cost with our suppliers 
and we have improvement activities. Also, we present a certificate of appreciation to 
suppliers who carry out excellent activities in all fields.

■ Worksite-Centered profit improvement Research Meeting

Every year in April, we hold a procurement policy presentation meeting to communicate 
the important policies of Toyota Auto Body. In April 2009, 196 suppliers participated in 
the meeting.

This fiscal year, along with sudden changes in the economic environment, we have called 
for even further close communication with our suppliers and have explained the following:

In FY2009, in order to achieve profit improvement, we confirmed worksite efforts of each company, and while learning what efforts 
are beneficial, we have begun activities that serve to strengthen the quality of our business.
The top management and persons responsible at each of our companies participated in these research meetings and the efforts 
introduced by each company helped us discover hints that have led to strengthening the quality of our business.

１．Gaining firm ground by tireless improvement in areas such as safety, quality, and CSR,
２．Strengthening the constitution of Toyota Auto Body by promoting profit improvement activities,
３．Strengthening technological capabilities in looking toward the future.

Procurement Policy Presentation Meeting
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The Kyowakai comprises a Toyota Auto Body voluntary group of 115 
parts supply companies for the purpose of deepening mutual research 
and exchanges. Departmental meetings and research meetings serve as 
the pillars of our Kyowakai activities.

The departmental meetings are divided into equipment departmental 
meetings and parts departmental meetings. We are aiming to conduct 
exchanges and research by using meetings for mutual reporting, 
attending lectures, and planning tours of outstanding production plants at 
other companies. We aim to improve mutual research and deepen 
understanding of all companies at the Kyowakai by having the companies 
join in discussion for opinion exchanges and also present their efforts. 

In FY2009, we began promoting practical research by genchi genbutsu 
(visual confirmation at the worksite) in three fields- management, cost, 
and quality. In February of 2009, we held an “Outstanding Case 
Example Exhibit.”

At the presentation meeting, among 84 case examples, 10 were selected 
as outstanding case examples and each safety and quality-related 
member company had a chance to promote its daily research results.

Mutual Prosperous Coexistence With Suppliers

■ Mutual Research and Exchange of the Kyowakai

In May of 2009, with the aim of strengthening prevention of disasters, we established a 
Safety and Health Liaison Meeting. 
Centering on construction companies within our production plants, we implemented 
independent safety patrols and presented practical activities and self-directed thinking 
for self-initiated safety while also holding lectures.

■ Establishment of a Safety and Health Liaison Meeting

Outstanding Case Example Exhibit
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Social Contribution ActivitiesSocial Contribution Activities

Community Relations

In order to fulfill our social responsibility as a “good corporate citizen,” 
we are promoting green activities and activities to achieve coexistence with local communities. 

■
Basic
Pol icy

■

We at Toyota Auto Body are promoting activities that place emphasis on the environment in aiming 
to be an environmentally progressive company and also realize “harmony with the environment” as 
set forth in our basic principles. 

From the position of being a corporate citizen, we are promoting activities that aim for the 
coexistence with our local communities as well as maintaining good relationships among other 
necessary matters and the trust from the communities that are the foundations for our businesses.

Activ i ty
Status

■ Support for Domestic Forest Making

■ Support for Overseas Green Activities

We at Toyota Auto Body are carrying out domestic and overseas thinning of forests and afforestation 
activities to conserve forest resources and prevent global warming, as well as raise environmental 
awareness in every one of our employees. 

Promoting Green Activities in Japan and Overseas

We are carrying out environmental conservation activities with 
efforts in communities in Japan that serve as operating bases 
for our businesses, communities that are actively making 
forests, and also  through coordinated thinning of forests.

We are coordinating with overseas companies in Indonesia to 
carry out environmental conservation activities through forest 
making. In addition, we are also making efforts to restrain illegal 
clearing of forest land, and give instruction on how to make a 
living instead by growing fruit.

Cooperative operation in a forest thinning model forest
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Supporting Forest Making In JapanSupporting Forest Making In Japan
In Japan, Toyota Auto Body is supporting forest making in Aichi, Mie, and Kagoshima prefectures which serve as the bases for 
the main offices and plants of Toyota Auto Body and our consolidated subsidiaries. In addition, Toyota Auto Body is cooperating 
with members of local communities, such as in Kochi Prefecture, which are progressively making efforts to make forests.

■ Natural environment conservation 
    through forest thinning

■ Employee awareness and enlightenment 
    for environmental conservation

Activity Targets and Communities

Our Activities

■ Natural environment conservation through forest thinning
Results：A decrease of 495t-CO2/up to 2008

Aichi Prefecture
“Forest thinning model forest”
（Cooperation and the NPO Yahagi River
Water Resources and Forestation 
 Volunteer Cooperative Meeting）

Kagoshima Prefecture
“Cooperative forest 
making with companies”

（Cooperation with Kirishima City）

Kochi Prefecture
“Cooperative forest making”
(Cooperation with Kochi Prefecture）

Mie Prefecture
“Forest Making with our companies”

（Cooperative with Inabe City）

With the aim of reviving public use of water and other resources, we have supported forest maintenance by coordinating 
forest thinning of 59 hectares of previously non-maintained mountain forests. By 2012, we plan to support 103 hectares 
of mountain forest.

●Click Please visit the below address for details on our support for domestic forest making.
   (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed) 
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/environment/activities/domestic.html

● After forest thinning● Prior to forest thinning
Almost all light was blocked by 
the dense tree cover. 
The forest’s original functions 
were not sustainable because 
the lack trees and growth 
resulted in less absorption of 
CO2, and also less water 
retention, thus water runoff and 
landslides would result. 

Light poured down to the forest 
floor where foliage grows, and 
with more growth and trees, 
mountain soil is more stable 
because it retains more water. 
Forest thinning is extremely 
important for making healthy 
forests.
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Our Activities 

■ Participation in Volunteer Activities
Toyota Auto Body is achieving enlightenment in environmental conservation awareness among employees 
through cultivation of kenaf and participation in “Diagnosing Forest Health.

Participation in voluntary diagnosis of forest health Employees cultivating kenaf seedlings (Yoshiwara Plant) 

Forest making support: 200 employees and members of the local community participated in Mie Prefecture 
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Supporting Overseas Green ActivitiesSupporting Overseas Green Activities
From FY2006, upon receiving support from the Oiska Foundation, we have coordinated with our on-site consolidated 
affiliated company in Indonesia, PT. Sugity Creatives, in developing our five-year plan of expanding our forestation activities 
for the “Toyota Auto Body Group Forest.”

■ Natural environment conservation through forest 
creation and developing water resources

■ Environmental education for maintenance management 
of forest creation and developing water resources

Activity Targets and Communities

Our Activities
■ Natural Environment Conservation By Sustaining Water Resources and Remaking Forests

Results：A decrease of 529tｰCO2/up to 2008

Sukabumi Province,Indonesia
Forest area:

（25 times the size of Nagoya Dome）

In order to help others in making a living, we supported tree planting activities for growing trees that can be used for 
construction materials (mahogany, etc.) and fruit trees (avocados, etc.) for land repeatedly slashed and burned, leaving 
the land unable to naturally become fertile again. Until now, we have planted 63 hectares. By 2010, we plan to support 
the planting of 100,000 trees on 120 hectares. The local community favorably remarks, “The meaning of protecting 
the forest of water resources in the afforested region is of great importance and serves to improve environmental 
conservation awareness among the children.”

●Click Please visit the below website address for details on support overseas green.
   (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed) 
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/environment/activities/foreign.html

● 2 year after planting trees● Before Planting Trees

Forests were illegally 
cleared, leaving 
devastated mountains 

Plant and tree growth 
restored through 
afforestation
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Our Activities

■ Environmental Education Through Basic Agricultural Guidance

We supported holding seminars for farmers to educate farmers to make seedbeds, and not to engage in slash and 
burn agriculture. We are also supporting environmental educational activities for children who will engage in farming 
in the future.

Tree planting by one of our executives With children in the local community (Company volunteers)
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Coexistence With Local CommunitiesCoexistence With Local Communities
Toyota Auto Body is making efforts toward activities to assure community safety and exchanges of opinion 
with local residents in aiming to be a company that is needed and trusted by the community. 

■ Support for the Elderly and Disabled to Get Outside 
in Our Welfare Vehicles

■ 6,800 People Participated in Our ST Campaign 
(Get to Know Toyota Auto Body) 

■ Crime Prevention Activities Through Community Patrols

■ Community Exchanges Through Facility Observation tours

As the top manufacturer of welfare vehicles, we run a 
shuttle service (Odekakekun) for picking up and sending off 
wheelchair-bound disabled and elderly people. In FY2008, 
approximately 900 people used the shuttle service.

For people to understand the business activities of Toyota Auto 
Body, we are allowing people to tour our company. In FY2008, 
approximately 6,800 people participated in the campaign.

Toyota Auto Body is active in forming “ Community Crime 
Prevention Patrol Groups” by coordinating with communities 
to prevent high incidents of street crimes.

We are holding meetings for exchanges of opinions and 
also meetings for community discussion action, as well as 
explanatory meetings on the environment and facility 
observation tours in order to achieve communication with 
everyone in our communities. We also have people in the 
community participate in events at each plant.

Shuttle service (Odekakekun)

ST Campaign

Yoshiwara Plant Patrol Unit 
Kick-Off Ceremony

Water discharge processing facility 
tour (Yoshiwara Plant)

●Visit us at the below website address for information on Toyota Auto Body’s other social 
   contribution activities.   (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed) 
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/contribution/index.html
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Coexistence With Our CommunitiesCoexistence With Our Communities
From 1990, Toyota Auto Body has participated in the Japan Federation of Economic Organizations 1% Club in which 
1% of corporate profit is spent on enlightenment social contributions. We are promoting action to follow this contributive 
target for groups and communities that require economic assistance for research and other activities.  

・Kariya City Medical Business ・Japan Red Cross Society Health and Medicine 

・Red Feather Donation Fund ・Aichi Rehabilitation Aid Association Social Welfare 

・Toyota Marathon ・Kariya City Soccer Federation Promotion of Sports 

・Kariya City Warlord Parade Preservation Society ・Kariya Wansaka Festival ・Toyota Oiden Festival History, Tradition, and Culture 

・Nagoya Philharmonic Orchestra ・Nagoya Castle Palace (Honmaru) Fund Arts and Culture 

・Aichi Prefecture Study Support ・OISCA International Aichi Branch International Exchanges 

・Young Boy and Girl Invention Club ・TOYOTA Commemorative Museum of Industry  
   and Technology 

Education Learning Skills and  
Research 

・Kariya City Sightseeing Association ・Aichi Traffic Safety Association Kariya Branch Community and Social Activities 

・Kariya Greenification Promotion Committee 
・Japan Federation of Economic Organizations  
   Nature Conservation Fund Environmental Conservation 

Recipient of Assistance Field 

Toyota Auto Body is donating relief money toward severe damage from earthquakes 

・Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake (Japan) ・ Shichuan Province Earthquake (China) 

●Visit us at the below website address for information on Toyota Auto Body’s other social contribution activities.
(Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed)
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/contribution/index.html
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Promoting Businesses That Contribute to More Comfortable Communities Activ i ty 
Status 

＜Achieving Businesses That Contribute to Communities＞ 
Other than our main business of manufacturing vehicles, Toyota Auto Body is actively introducing a 
business for life service and security and also care service businesses that contribute to creating safe 
and comfortable communities.

■ Security Service Provider  
                            (Life Service and Security Corporation) 

As 100% fully-owned Toyota Auto Body company, LS Corporation 
carries out activities and businesses for protecting the precious lives 
and property of our community and employees through traffic safety, 
prevention of crime, disasters, and fire.

【Special self-defense fire unit  
  performing fire fighting drills】 ■ Care Service Businesses (Life Support Co., Ltd.) 

Established through a recruiting intrapreneurship, this company 
comprehensively supports total welfare planning for various needs of 
an aging society. Through eight areas, which include rentals and sales 
of care service products, the company is also involved in providing 
home help, day service, care planning with the aim of supporting and 
resolving all issues for care givers, and also those people who require 
care services and the elderly. 【Staff that visit homes to assist people  

  in bathing safely】 
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Creating a Safe and Comfortable Workplace
A safe and comfortable workplace is the source of corporate power all of us desire at Toyota Auto Body.
We are expanding risk management that uses safety and health management in making efforts for safety as the first priority.

Basic
Policy

■ Toyota Auto Body Safety and Health Basic Policy

Basic
Principles

Action
Policy

Ensuring the health and safety of all people working at Toyota Auto Body is the 
foundation of management, and beyond recognizing our social responsibility, and 
in being solely devoted to “human respect” and “safety first”, we are actively 
making efforts to support a healthy mind and body, as well as create a safe and 
comfortable workplace in aiming for “zero disasters” and “zero illness”.

1.Prioritize safety and health above all else. 

2.Observance of company rules, and also safe hygiene in aiming for a high standard  
for a safe and healthy work environment. 

3.Good communication and activities that allow all employees to participate in bringing 
together the originality and ingenuity of each employee.

4.We persist in our efforts to eliminate danger and harmful factors and we promote 
   continuous improvement for safety management. 
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Active
Status

■ We at Toyota Auto Body place emphasis on measures from the aspects of 
    people, equipment, and management for a safe and comfortable workplace.

【 Safety 】

【 Health 】

◎Promote real safety for equipment in order to prevent serious disasters.
◎Thoroughly observe rules by understanding and acceptance of basic safety rules.
◎Improve awareness and knowledge through educational training by danger sensory learning.　
◎Promote improvement for planned operation environments for noise and seasonal summer and 
winter temperature variations.

◎Toyota Auto Body has newly established a “Health Care Promotion Center” in January of 2009 

for promoting activities to maintain health and we also strengthened the system.

◎Achieved consultation care for maintaining a healthy mind(mental health care)

◎Promoted enlightenment for maintain a healthy body

・Health maintenance guidance that emphasizes addressing metabolic syndrome

■ A Core of Risk Assessment Management of on-site managers and supervisors
We at Toyota Auto Body are progressing in making a workplace of security and safety that emphasizes ease 
of working through performing improvement of work methods by exposing risk that is deeply buried in 
operations (risk assessment) and reducing any risks, as well as acquiring  information on non-safe operations 
through dialog between workers and monitoring operations.
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Action
Status

■ Emphasis on Promoting the Below Items Based on Past Accidents
１．At all of our companies, we set a time specifically for safety 
(Every Monday morning and for one hour after the start of 
work). We also improved the ability to pick out dangerous 
operation locations by taking up opinions of operators.

２．Worksite training for all employees to experience the fear of 
accidents through using the Safety Worksite Dojo.

      (7,000 trainees during the two years between 2008 and 2009)
３．Promotion of daily safety management through (*) the Three 
Pillars of Safety activities.

(*) Using the three pillars of safety-Workplace inspection, measures to prevent 
mental shock from near accidents, and foreknowing danger-all employees 
participated in safety activities for creating workers to be able to perform the 
activities, and also there was the creation of safe processes.

Rate of lost-worktime 
injuries

Accident Severity rate

0.19

0.01

04

0.16

0.01

05

0.18

0.003

06

0.18

0.01

07

0.12

0.22

08

■ Status of the Occurrence of Labor Accidents

Accident 
severity rate

Total number of 
days of lost worktime

1,000
Total labor hours

Rate of 
lost-worktime 
injuries

Lost-worktime accidents
Total labor hours

1,000,000

We at Toyota Auto Body are working to assure safety through firmly establishing daily management activities, 
improving the standard of health, and creating affiliated organizations for each type of transaction.

＜Comprehensive Safety Management＞

■ Assuring Safety of All People Associated With Our Company Through Affiliated Organizations

This fiscal year, we established the “Safety and Health Liaison Meeting” for 
assuring safety of construction company staff.

Consolidated 
subsidiaries 
and suppliers

Construction
companies

In-house
suppliers

Kyowakai 

Safety and Health Conference

Safety and Health Liaison Meeting 
(Established in May 2009)

Toyota
Auto Body

First-hand safety education that also involved our suppliers
(Learning first-hand the importance of safety belts used for
 elevated location work)
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Action
Status

■ Enhancing Mental Health by Adding Care for Employees Who Are Promoted 
    or Whose Company Positions Change

Toyota Auto Body is advancing in achieving a mental health care system for the mental health of our workers. 
In recent years, we have added a care system that surveys stress and diagnoses for anxiety resulting from 
promotion and position changes within the company.

■ Mental Health Care System

Outside organizations

Outside telephone consultation

Specialist hospital

Outside specialist organizations

In-company staff

Medical specialist

Industrial
physician

Personnel staff

Health 
maintenance staff

Workplace

Managers and 
Supervisors

Employees

Individuals

■ Care for Employees Who Are Promoted
     or Have Position Changes

Care given by an industrial physician,
personnel division, or one’s immediate superior.

Decision

Industrial physician
Health maintenance
staff

Stress surveyEmployees who 
are promoted  
or have their 
position changed
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For EmployeesFor Employees

Human Resource Development and Career Support
“Employees”form the basis of all business activities、
and we are supporting self-realization of individuals through 
Toyota Auto Body’s Career Support Program (CSP).

Basic
Policy

We are aiming to build a relationship
of sharing and maintaining the high 
aspirations of our employees and 
company.

Relationship of shared high aspirations

Contributing to society through
achieving customer satisfactionCompany

Self-realization through work 
and exhibiting creativeness

Individuals
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For EmployeesFor Employees Human Resource Development and Career Support

Activ i ty
Status

■ Development and Employment of Self-disciplined Employees
Toyota Auto Body makes clear the “image of employees we aim to develop” and every year we employ 
workers systematically.

■ Supporting Growth for Individuals With Our Career Support Programs

■ Career Support Program（ＣＳＰ）

In promoting growth of individuals, we are constructing a planned, mid and long-term system for personal development that 
clarifies the “image of employees we are aiming to develop” in order to have each employee think and act on their own in being 
active as “self-disciplined employees.”

We promote individual growth and we are building a planned, mid and long-term system for human 
resource development, as well as clarifying our “image of employees we are aiming to develop.”

Being aware of what
 should be done

Clarifying 
of one’s
 goals

Create a plan
for personal 
development

Personal effort
Growth and
achivement of
one’s goals

Clearly indicate 
and making correct 

decisions
Support・OJT

Speaking about 
settling on plans
and motivation

Feedback
and motivation

Necessary ability
and a clear standard

Development Plan Development Evaluation and
thorough assessment

Development
measures

Development plan
and tools presented

Evaluation and
thorough assessment

Provide a place
and tools for

planned development

Speaking with employee,
Motivation and support 
through guidance

Noticing what should 
be done combined 
with an effort and 
attitude to grow

C
om
pa
ny

S
up
er
vi
so
r

In
di
vi
du
al
s

■ Shifts in Employment Numbers

Regular entry

Mid-year entry

       total

2006

425

418

843

2007

513

205

718

2008

305

430

735

（People）

（Year） In the “Toyota Auto Body Group Action Plan” we clearly 
state and conduct employment that does not discriminate 
based on social status, disabilities, sex, principles, or race. 
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For EmployeesFor Employees Human Resource Development and Career Support

Activ i ty
Status

■ Centralized Training Facilities to Strengthen Manufacturing Ability
The Toyota Auto Body Group is aiming to be NO.1 in manufacturing through SQSD (Safety, Quality, Cost, and Delivery) by 
progressing with continued kaizen(improvement) activities on the basis of “standard operations” with visualization of processes 
by employees with the key word “jikotei-kanketsu”(defect-free process completion to ensure that no defective product is passed 
on to other production processes).  As a concrete example of our efforts, we have centralized skill training facilities, previously 
located in each plant, to be at the Global Production Support Center (GPC) from December 2006, making uniform skill training 
possible. Currently, other than for new employees, we are also conducting skill training for not only new employees, but also for 
fixed-term contract laborers before employees are assigned to a specific manufacturing-related position. In FY2008, we trained 
4,413 people who are now active in manufacturing.

■ Skill Training at GPC Before Workers Are Assigned to a Position

New employee technical training Skilled laborer technical training

Fixed-term contract laborer technical training
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For EmployeesFor Employees Human Resource Development and Career Support

Activ i ty
Status

■ Achieving Global Human Resource Development
In looking to ensure and develop employees who will be active in manufacturing globally, we have constructed a
registration system for employees demanded globally. We are also promoting planned human resource development 
through advancing in actively conducting international training that begins with language training.
Furthermore, from overseas companies, we are developing employees who support Toyota Auto Body internally and 
externally to expand globally in putting energy toward human resource development for “allowing worksite 
instruction” through practical education by managers and supervisors who form the core of our worksite staff.

Language training (Chinese) Trainees presenting results Students engaged in practical training

■ Three Outstanding Technicians Awarded by Aichi and Mie Prefectures
Two employees from Aichi Pref. were awarded and one from Mie Pref. received an approval certificate for being outstanding technicians.

Aichi Skill Award winner
Production Group: Teruo Suzuki

Aichi Skill Award winner
Production Group: Chuji Kawamura

Highly Skilled Technician approval certification 
Production Group: Asai Masami
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For EmployeesFor Employees

Creating an Energetic Workplace
Toyota Auto Body is progressing in invigorating communication for creating an energetic workplace with the
cooperation of labor in aiming to expand society and the happiness of individual employees.

■ Communication Between Employees in the Workplace
● Establishment of the C Meeting System
To enhance communication in the workplace, the C (communication) Meeting system was 
introduced from 2004. Held every month for one hour, the meetings involve all workers 
who talk over common themes, which contribute to creating an open atmosphere for 
discussion.

Activ i ty
Status

・Planned overtime work and 
   taking paid holidays

・Reforming customs in the 
   workplace

・Human rights issues ・Thorough awareness of 
   working rules

・Comprehensive safety 
   inspections

・Thorough awareness of 
   appropriate behavior

・Energy conservation ・Safety and compliance

Scheduled Themes Independent Themes

FY2008 C Meeting Check List Themes
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For EmployeesFor Employees Creating an Energetic Workplace

Activ i ty
Status

■ Holding Health Study Meetings
From June of 2008, with the aim of having employees support self-help efforts and also understanding the need 
to maintain health and make further efforts to maintain one’s health, we held a “Health Study Meeting” for all 
employees over 36 years old.
(In the three years leading up to 2010, our goal is to have all the target 6,234 employees, attend the meeting.)

１．Activities

・Content covered in the study meetings are as follows:

Nutritional and exercise guidance and 
creating action plans to achieve results

・Measures for employees who require improvement

Once a month action plan progress check and 
follow-up improvement for those who have not yet 
achieved the goals 

２．FY2008 Participation and FY2009 Planned Participation

FY2008 
Participation

（Employees）

1359

3900

FY2009 Planned 
Participation
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For Employees For Employees Creating an Energetic Workplace 

Activ i ty 
Status 

■ Communication With Employees and Their Families 
● Improving Communication That Includes Family Communication at Plant Events 
Toyota Auto Body is achieving improved communication at events held at plants once a year as a place for 
employees, their families, and the community to have fun. 

Head office and Fujimatsu Plant
2,500 people attended
(Rescheduled due to rain）

Inabe Plant 5,200 people attended Yoshiwara Plant 5,000 people attended 
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For EmployeesFor Employees Creating an Energetic Workplace

Activ i ty
Status ■ Labor and Management Meetings

Our employee labor policy of “mutual trust between labor and management” is our principle. At Toyota Auto Body, we 
are deepening mutual understanding through holding regular discussions such as our individual department 
“Workplace Labor and Management Discussion Meeting” and also monthly meetings such as the “Plant Labor and 
Management Discussion” at each plant, and the “Production Communication Meeting,” at which production issues 
are discussed for labor needs and line operations for that following month. Also, there is a weekly administrative 
discussion for daily processing management between labor and management. The “Labor and Management 
Conference Meeting” discusses issues between labor and management for labor conditions.

Good Labor and Management Relations

Labor and Management Discussion Meeting
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For Employees For Employees Creating an Energetic Workplace 

Activ i ty
Status ■ Observing Human Rights 

In the “Toyota Auto Body Group Action Policy, ” we are thoroughly achieving uniformity in the group by clarifying in 
writing that we do not discriminate by social identity, physical or mental condition, sex, principles, nor race. 

Observance of Human Rights, Equal Opportunity, and Diversity

We are implementing human rights education for newly promoted managers and new employees to be aware of the 
importance of having every employee observe human rights.  

● Enlightenment Through Lecture Meetings and Education on Human Rights 

 Human rights training
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For EmployeesFor Employees Creating an Energetic Workplace

Activ i ty
Status

■ Employing 146 Disabled People at All Our Companies
Currently, as of April 2009, there were 146 disabled people engaged in administrative work in various workplaces in 
our companies. We are progressively making an attractive environment that allows the disabled to live alongside 
others in society by improving our workplaces and company dormitories.

Number employed
(Month average)

Employment ratio
（FY average ）

Statutory employment 
ratio

  2006   2007   2008

  144

1.95％

1.80％

  147

1.90％

1.80％

  146

1.86％

1.80％

■ Shifts in the Ratio and Number of Disabled People Employed ■ Employment Support for the Disabled (Mute)

（１）Maintaining a System of Intergration

●Implementing education prior to entry into assigned 
   positions in production processes
●Installing a light that flashes to alert the employee of 
   a problem along the production line

（２）Communication

●Preparation of a whiteboard and notes for communication
●Representative section leaders who oversee disabled 
   employees are attending sign language seminars

■ Reemployment System for Elder Workers
Toyota Auto Body is reemploying retired workers in order to allow those who developed their high skill and abundant 
experience at our company to contribute their motivation through our “Career Partner System,” which we began from 
FY2001.

200

400

0

443

266245

152 160

284

(64%)

(60%)(62%)

'06 '07 '08

(people)

(FY)

Numbers of retirement-age 
workers
Number of reemployed 
elder workers

■ Number of employees who have reached retirement age and reemployment elderly workers
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For EmployeesFor Employees Creating an Energetic Workplace

Activ i ty
Status

■ Promoting Diversity in Human Resources
● Promotion of 100 Dispatched Workers to Become 
Regular Employees
We have mainly factory-skilled dispatch workers in large numbers 
working alongside regular employees in the same division.
We are promoting many of these workers to become regular employees

■ Number of dispatched workers who became regular employees

100

75

（People）

100

50

0
'08'06 '07

45

（FY）

■ Number of registered female employees

● Supporting the Role of Women Employees
We believe that broadening opportunities for women
of high ability and the will to be active is essential.
1.Maintaining the number of female employees
2.We are promoting a change(promotion) to having   
female employees who were previously assigned general 
duties to be engaged in work involving multiple tasks.

（People）

350

700

0
'08'07'06

619611598

（FY）

■ Diversified Human Resources and Child Care Support
● Child Support System
We have been supporting a balance between work and childcare with previous effort 
for crating a work environment that allow female employees the choice to continue 
working and demonstrating their abilities while also raising children.

Work Restrictions Exemptions from overtime, holidays, and late night work

Maturity protection when 
pregnant and after delivery

Maternity protection measures taken based on physician’s 
instructions

Until 3 years old Maternity leave Until 3 years old (Office and technical staff : up to 2 years)

Nursing time off Child injury or hospitalization for illness (5 days/year)

Work Restrictions No overtime

Shortened work time Set work hours per day reduced by 2 hours
Until 8 years old

Pregnancy and
delivery through
the child’s first year

Time off before and after 
delivery nursing time

8 weeks prior to and after delivery (14 weeks for multiple births)
30 minutes per day x2 for childcare

No work over set hours
(Not to exceed 24 hrs/month, 150 hrs/year)
Exempt from late night work

Work RestrictionsUntil entry into
elementary school

'06 '08'07 （FY）

80

60

40

20

0

（People）

57
48

75

■ Number of Mothers Using Maternity 
Leave System
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In FY2008, with large reductions in production in the fourth quarter, vehicle sales volume decreased by 6.5%, or 49,000 vehicles,  
compared to the previous fiscal year. However, net sales for FY2008 increased to 1,651.2 billion yen, a 5.1% increase by 79.7 billion yen 
compared to the previous fiscal year. The increase in net sales was due to changes in vehicle structure and increased production sales of 
the Land Cruiser chassis. Due to the sudden decrease in the number of vehicles sold, profits fell by 22.9 billion yen compared to the 
previous fiscal year, and we posted a 0.5 billion yen operating loss.

Economic Performance

■ Breakdown of Vehicle Sales Volume

Vehicle
Sales
693,000
units

Hiace
24%

Land Cruiser
20%

Prius
17%

Voxy / Noah
16%

Alphard / Vellfire
13%

Estima
5%

Others
5%

Shifts in Economic Indicators (consolidated basis)
(April 1, 2008 to March 31, 2009)■ Net Sales and Vehicle Sales Volume

'07'04 '05 '06

742

1,571.5

745

1,432.7

719

1,290.9

570

992.6

(billions of yen / thousand vehicles)

Net sales

Vehicle 
sales 
volume

(FY)'08

1,651.2

693

■ Profit

(FY)'07

11.3

22.4

'06

13.2

20.8

'05

14.1

22.7 

'04

11.1

18.6

(billions of yen)

Current income

Net income
for this period

'08

-0.5 -1.0

'07'04 '05 '06 (FY)

■ Per Share Net Profit and Dividend

98.86

3434

118.97

32

124.69

26

109.85

Per share net profit 
during the period

Per share dividend 
during the period

(Yen)

'08

23

- 9.36
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Economic Report Economic Report 

 
Net sales 
Current income 
Net income 
Net income per share 
Total assets 
Net Asset Value 
Return on Asset (ROA) 
Return on Equity (ROE) 
Capital investment 
Number of employees (March 2009) 

1,581.1 billion yen 

1.4 billion yen 

0.9 billion yen 

8.01 yen 

364.3 billion yen 

206.8 billion yen 

0.20% 

0.40% 

26.4 billion yen 

11,586 

1,651.2 billion yen 

- 0.5 billion yen 

- 1.0 billion yen 

- 9.36 yen 

391.2 billion yen 

217.3 billion yen 

0.20% 

0.50% 

45.7 billion yen 

16,447 

■ Unconsolidated and consolidated economic index (FY2007) 

Shifts in Economic Indicators (consolidated basis) 

Unconsolidated Consolidated 

486.7 

212.2 

447.3 

207.1 

443.6 

195.1 

410.6 

Total assets 

shareholder’s equity 

227.4 

391.2 

217.3 

■ Total assets and shareholder’s equity 

'07 '04 '05 '06 

(billions of yen) 

(FY) '08 

16,067 
14,448 13,436 

12,702 

16,447 

■ Number of employees (People) 

'07 '04 '05 '06 (FY) '08 

■ Capital investment (billions of yen) 

'07 '04 '05 '06 (FY) '08 

49.3 50.6 
54.3 

27.6 

45.7 

●For more information, please visit our website homepage for “Shareholders and Investors”
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/ir/index.html 
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■ Head office・Fujimatsu Plant

Main Plants

100, Kanayama Ichiriyama-cho, Kariya City, Aichi Prefecture

● Estima
● Voxy
● Ipsum

● Estima Hybrid
● Noah
● Prius

Main products

■ Inabe Plant

10, Ichinohara Inabe-cho, Inabe City, Mie Prefecture

● Alphard
● Hiace

● Vellfire
● Regius Ace

Main products

■ Yoshiwara Plant

25, Kamifujiike Yoshiwara-cho, Toyota City, Aichi Prefecture

● Land Cruiser 200
● Lexus 570
　 （Export model）

● Land Cruiser 70
　 （Export model）
● Coaster

Main products

■ Kariya Plant

2-1, Showa-cho, Kariya City, Aichi Prefecture

● Welfare vehicles (Welcab)

Main products

■ Kotobuki New Development Center

1-36-1, Kotobuki-cho, Toyota City, Aichi Prefecture
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Domestic and Overseas Consolidated Subsidiary Companies and Affiliate Companies

■ Domestic ／ Production Campanies ／ Consolidated Subsidary Companies

■ Domestic ／ Production Campanies ／ Equity-method affiliates

Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment

URL

：
：

：
：

1958
Manufacture and sales of special-purpose 
vehicles
95 million yen
http://www.tns.ne.jp/tum/

Tokai Utility Motor Co., Ltd.

Established
Main businesses

Capital / Investment
URL

：
：

：
：

1961
Manufacture and sales of seat functions 
and precision parts
869 million yen
http://www.tyseiko.co.jp/

Toyota Body Seiko Co., Ltd.

Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment

URL

：
：

：
：

1974
Manufacture and sales of auto parts, 
equipments, ozone products , linear motors

30 million yen
http://www.ace-kk.co.jp/

Ace Industry Co., Ltd.

Established
Main businesses

Capital / Investment

URL

：
：

：
：

1999
Manufacture and sales of presses and 
sheet metal parts
66 million yen
http://www.tbk-kk.com/

Tokai Parts Industry Co., Ltd.

Established
Main businesses

Capital / Investment

URL

：
：

：
：

1940
Manufacture and sales of vehicle bodies 
and match parts
1,175 million yen
http://www.gifubody.co.jp/

Gifu Auto Body Co., Ltd.

Established
Main businesses
Capital / Investment

URL

：
：
：
：

1960
Manufacture and sales of automotive parts
480 million yen
http://www.toyotomi-kiko.co.jp/

Toyotomi Kiko Co., Ltd.

Established
Main businesses

：
：
1968
Manufacture and sales of automotive 
parts

Coberuku Co., Ltd.
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Domestic and Overseas Consolidated Subsidiary Companies and Affiliate Companies

■ Domestic ／ Others ／ Consolidated subsidiary Companies

Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
URL

：
：

：
：

1985
Comprehensive maintenance of plants 
and facilities
30 million yen
http://www.tabmec.jp/

TABMEC Co., Ltd.

Established
Main Businesses
Capital / Investment
URL

：
：
：
：

1990
Testing and designing auto parts
303 million yen
http://www.toyota-bodyrad.co.jp/hpdata/

Toyota Auto Body R & D Co., Ltd.

Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
URL

：
：

：
：

2000
Offers administrative and welfare programs 
services and security agency
20 million yen
http://www.lsc.jp/

Life Service & Security Corporation

Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment

：
：

：

2000
Environmental analysis and measurement 
approval
5 million yen

Inatec Co., Ltd.

Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
URL

：
：

：
：

1993
Management of off-road and auto camp 
facilities
75 million yen
http://www.lc-saf.co.jp/

Life Creation Co., Ltd.

Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment

：
：

：

1999
Sales of nursing-care goods and home 
help services
80 million yen

Life Support Co., Ltd.
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Domestic and Overseas Consolidated Subsidiary Companies and Affiliate Companies

■ Overseas ／ Production Company ／ Consolidated Subsidiary 

■ Overseas ／ Production Company ／ Equity-method affiliate 

Location
Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
Owned(%)

：
：
：

：
：

Indonesia
1995
Manufacture and sales of passenger/ 

commercial vehicles and accessories 

37.74 billion Indonesian rupiah
88.52

PT.Sugity Creatives

Location
Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
Owned(%)

：
：
：

：
：

Indonesia
2005
Manufacture and sales of extrusion 
molded plastic and rubber parts
8.245 billion Indonesian rupiah
50.94

PT.Toyota Auto Body-Tokai Extrusion

Location
Established

Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
Owned(%)

：
：
：

：
：

Republic of China (Taiwan)
1997
Manufacture and sales of dies, sheet 
metal parts, and pressed parts
140 million New Taiwan dollar
51.00

Chun Shyang Shin Yeh Industry Co., Ltd.

Location
Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
Owned(%)

：
：
：

：
：

Thailand
2004
Manufacture and sales of specially- 
equipped vehicles
74 million Thai baht
40.00

Thai Auto Conversion Co., Ltd.

Location
Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
Owned(%)

：
：
：

：
：

Malaysia
2005
Manufacture and sales of large plastic 
parts for automotive use
100 million ringgit
100.00

Toyota Auto Body(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

Location
Established
Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
Owned(%)

：
：
：

：
：

U.S.A.
2007
Manufacture of automotive stamped, 
body weld and plastic parts
32 million US dollar
100.00

Auto Parts Manufacturing Mississippi Inc.

Location
Established

Main Businesses

Capital / Investment
Owned(%)

：
：
：

：
：

Thailand
1988
Manufacture and sales of vehicle bodies 
and match parts
10 million Thai baht
20.00

Thai Auto Works Co., Ltd.
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Publishing

Please share your opinion and anything that you think is needed concerning this report.

Toyota Auto Body is Participating in the “Team Minus 6%” national movement 
for the prevention of global warming.
①Setting air conditioning temperature to 28℃, and  ②we are making efforts to limit CO2 
emissions and we are encouraging dressing lightly during the summer months.

Participation in the “Team Minus 6%” National Movement for the Prevention of Global Warming

Main Office

Inquires

Publishing Date

Toyota Auto Body Co., Ltd.

100, Kanayama Ichiriyama-cho, Kariya City, Aichi Prefecture 448-8666

Corporate Planning Division

TEL. 0566-36-7510    FAX. 0566-36-9113    E-mail  TY.KANKYOU@mail.toyota-body.co.jp.

July 2009 (Next publishing scheduled for summer 2010)

A survey can be filled out in our website homepage in the address below
(Also found on the top of the Environmental and Social Report homepage)

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/

https://www.toyota-body.co.jp/english/csr/contacts/enquete2009.html
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